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Fifty issues and a new look
L

ast issue saw us marking and celebrating 10 years of publication.
We follow this with another significant issue … our 50th.
We have outlined before the advances we have made in our
production process. Our first few issues were photocopied at
several generous local offices and hand collated and folded by a
team of hard-working volunteers.
We now have options open to us not only from the superior
print quality achieved with digital printing but also from more

sophisticated software for layout to give the Nautilus a ‘facelift’.
You already see that the front page has a new look but as you
delve deeper you will notice other changes.
The cost of printing our colour cover however means this can
still only be applied on special occasions.
We have endeavoured to retain and possibly enhance the fresh
clean feel of our pages and hope you enjoy the new look, finding it
easy to read and navigate.
		
ʘ
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Thank you Vicky
F

or the past five years or so Vicky Arena has been compiling
our children’s pages, Somers Active Kids. Her pages have
always had a variety of activities for small children to do:
pictures to colour in, games to play, recipes for all sorts of
yummy foods to prepare and cook, decorations for festive
seasons, gifts and toys to make from recycled materials.
As Vicky has recently had a new baby, her fourth child,
and works from home, among other activities, she has many
demands on her and has made the decision to no longer
continue.
We on the committee of the Paper Nautilus thank you,
Vicky for all you’ve done for Somers children and for the
pleasure of working with you over the years.
We wish you and your family well for the future.
In our next issue we will introduce a new creator of pages
for Somers children.
Once again, thank you very much, Vicky.

Our purpose
S

omers Paper Nautilus aims to connect all the groups
and individuals of Somers and to help reinforce a sense
of community and belonging by giving them an avenue of
expression through:
• News relevant to Somers and the surrounding area as well
as items of general interest.
• Stories and examples of local creative endeavour.
• Letters.

The Paper Nautilus will not become involved in party
politics nor take sides on any issue. However, we encourage
readers to feel free to express their opinions on matters that
concern them and the Somers community.
The volunteer editorial committee will have the final
decision of the paper’s content and reserves the right to
edit or omit any item on legal grounds or because of space.
Views expressed in the Nautilus are not necessarily shared
by the editorial committee but are those of the authors.
We aim for inclusiveness and openness, catering for a
diversity of views without rancour.

Nautilus

on the Web

Don’t forget back issues
of the Nautilus are
available for viewing
at www.somers-nautilus.org.au
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Louise Craig led the singing of ‘Happy Birthday’ before
cutting the beautiful chocolate cake (thank you Rosemary!)
to celebrate our 10th birthday at the Arts Fair. From left to
right: Marg Tilleard, Rosemary Birney, Bronwen Gibbs, Anne
Doran and Louise.

Merry Christmas &
Happy New Year
W

e on the committee of the Paper Nautilus would like to
thank all our contributors, advertisers and of course
readers for your ongoing support over the past 10 years and
50 issues. Needless to say, without you there would be no
paper for the people of Somers and holiday makers to enjoy.
We look forward to all your contributions in 2014 and onwards.
Merry Christmas, Happy Hanukkah and Happy New Year
to you all!

Christmas
memories
BETTY BROADBENT

T

his is a rather sad Christmas memory
because just before Christmas 2011,
when I let our much-loved little cat,
Rezzi, out for her usual run in the garden,
she glanced up at me, waved her little
leg and shot off, never to be seen again.
Rezzi had a love/hate relationship
with one pair of our local birds. Just
before this fateful event, I managed
to get this shot of one of them, eye to
eye with Rezzi through our back-room
window.
One doesn’t need language to know
what they are saying to each other.  

Melbourne I had been lucky enough to
find accommodation with a wonderful
couple, Mr and Mrs Browne (Brownie
and Pat to me) with whom I became
very good friends. Brownie consented
to be my hostess and Pat consented
to ‘give me away’. By the time of our
wedding Brownie had been appointed
Secretary to Kew Cemetery so was
living in the accommodation provided
by the Cemetery. I had the unusual
distinction of going from the Cemetery
to the Church on my wedding day. We
had our honeymoon in Apollo Bay. Fifty
years later we returned to celebrate but
all was changed and there was no sign
of the hotel we had stayed in for that
never-to-be-forgotten Christmas.   ʘ

A Christmas
rabbit story
LINDSAY PULLIN

N
Christmas 1961
One of t he more memorable
Christmasses of my life – and I suspect
of Henry’s too.
I h a d l a nde d i n A u s t r a l i a
from England t wo years before,
been employed helping with the
arrangements of CIOS XII, a Conference
of Engineers which had taken place
between Melbourne and Sydney and
had ended up working in the Public
Relations Department of the Snowy
Hydro, where I met Henry. In October
Henry had arranged with his sister Janet
to take part in a ship voyage to Noumea
and he asked me to accompany them.
During the voyage, Henry proposed
and I accepted. The thought of a long
engagement was anathema to both of
us, and as we had used up all our holiday
allowance, we had to settle for the few
days that the Christmas break gave us
to arrange the ceremony.
Prev iously, on my arrival in

ot far along the coast from Somers
lies a town that was once a sleepy
little fishing village. These days that
town is a very expensive little fishing
village. Some years ago a local resident
retired to his acre of land set not that far
back from the coast. Of all the things one
could do on an acre, like flowers, vegies,
an orchard, etc., our man chose animal
husbandry – rabbits to be exact.
But this was no cowboy operation.
This was prime stock, first-class
accommodation. The best food, and
fences that would keep the hunters
out and the stock in. This operation
was aimed at the pet-shop market. The
locals simply regarded the matter as
eccentric. Everything flowed along
nicely and the sleepy little village began
to grow.
Newcomers began to arrive and
they brought new attitudes with
them. I mean you could understand
it to a degree. Imagine, you purchase
your cliff-top coastal dream house, you
settle down on the deck with friends
and a lovely glass of wine and the gentle
offshore breeze wafts across out to sea,
and with it comes the soft sweet scent

of rabbit poo.
Well, soon they had the numbers
and were off to the bylaws wallahs.
They turned up at the farm and, not to
our entrepreneur’s surprise, ordered
a shut-down. Our man had sensed this
day was coming, the local chat heralded
it. He sometimes wished he’d done the
flower thing but it had come to this and
he was prepared to do his best. The
bylaws gave him a month to dispose
of his stock and tidy up.
With heavy heart and a great
sadness our man went dutifully about
his task. The month came around
and the wallahs returned. They were
surprised to see their orders had
been carried out to the letter. They
stood at the gate – not one rabbit on
the property, the fences that kept the
hunters out now did the same for the
rabbits, who massed in their thousands
outside looking in and it was almost
impossible for the wallahs to wade back
to the car.
I think I could say that these days,
even with our man gone so long ago, you
could drive down that road early in the
morning and see the descendants of the
pet-shop crew scurrying for cover. ʘ

(logo)

SOUVENIR MUGS
FOR SALE
$10 each
Lovely ivory-white mugs with
the Somers Paper Nautilus logo
around the base.
If you would like one or more
of these special-edition mugs,
please contact by email or
phone:

deline@iinet.net.au
0425 739 567
Pick-up or delivery within
Somers and surrounds.
Postage available.
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New plan
to upgrade
Garden
Square
TONY DUBOUDIN

M

ornington Peninsula Shire Council
has presented a new draft plan
for works at Garden Square which
addresses a number of the concerns
raised by Friends of Garden Square
(FROGS).
A meeting between MPSC officers,
local councillor Frank Martin and
members of the Friends was held at
Somers General Store at which Fiona
Colquhoun, MPSC’s Recreation Planning
Team Leader, and Ross Gregory, team
Leader Infrastructure Planning Policy,
outlined the plan.
FROGS opposed council’s original
plan to remove the asphalt tennis court
at Garden Square, and its subsequent
plan to remove the toilet block at the
Square.
Under the revised works plan one
of the toilets will be retained and
upgraded and later replaced by a more
modern facility.
Other works planned by the council
include:
• the erection of picnic tables
• the erection of a shelter

• installation of a basketball hoop

• trimming some trees to reduce the
hazard of falling limbs
• retaining the asphalt of the old tennis
court at the western end of Garden
Square and removal of the court at the
eastern end with grass to be planted in
this area

• relocation of the green outdoor table
tennis to the play area in Nisson Court,
Somers
• erection of signage at Garden Square
outlining some of the history of the
square and surrounding area.

.
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Councillor Frank Martin said he
would be able to make some money
available from his discretionary fund
in the 2014–15 financial year to go
towards construction of the proposed
shelter.
After the meeting the president of
FROGS, Sally Holdsworth, said while
the group was disappointed it had not
been able to persuade the council to
retain the old asphalt tennis court, it
was pleased council had listened and
acted on some of the group’s other
concerns.
“The council has recognised some

of the community’s concerns; and the
implementation of the council plan
means Garden Square will remain
an attractive place for all the Somers
community to use,” Sally said.
The Garden Square Petanque Group
is in the process of incorporating and
joining the Victorian and Australian
Pet anque Associations and will
continue to practice and play regularly
at Garden Square. The group also plans
to take part in competition with other
clubs using Garden Square as its home
venue. 				
ʘ

Tennis
anyone?

the court was still perfectly useable. And
surfaces can be repaired you know.
O ne d ay t he W HOL E fenc e
disappeared!
The rest is history.
The losers are particularly the young
– children and grandchildren.
In this country, tennis is struggling
to maintain courts and young members.
Australian representation in international
competition is decreasing.
Children need to keep fit and not be
wedded to the internet.
Obesit y and numerous other
diseases can be prevented or helped with
exercise – so there IS a huge economic
advantage!
Not everyone can afford to join a
tennis club or hire a court.
Of course there is more to this story.
To do with safety, to do with insurance –
perhaps to do with other things!
Toilets aside (and they should
be!), Betty will make a donation to
kick off a fund for a new fence and a
resurface.			
ʘ

NAME AND ADDRESS SUPPLIED

B

etty Backhand played tennis as
a youngster – always on cracked
asphalt courts. Hitting balls back was on
warped timber hit walls, or later on brick
school walls. No proper lessons. Not a
brilliant player, but made many friends;
enjoyed exercise, fresh air and fun; and
became skilled enough to join in at any
level.
In Somers in 1987 the Garden Square
Courts were the ‘best’ courts. And the
best people! Here were shady courts in
a delightful shady setting. The hit board
was also shady, and great for a quick
practice. Social tennis thrived.
The unthinkable happened! One
court was dismantled (it was said to be
unsafe) fence and all – for a petanque
court.
Francis, an expert Francais pentanque
player, said: “Ze tennis court intact is a
place par excellence for a petanque court!
Vy has ze fence gone?”
Social tennis on the Garden Square
courts died.
OK, there was still one court for the
children and grandchildren. A generous
citizen donated a net.
But alas! A tree branch damaged
a small portion of the fence – but that
could have been mended – and meanwhile

Awards to
Somers Fire
Brigade
members
ROD NUSKE

N

ational Emergency Medals
were presented to 13 members
of Somers Fire Brigade at a recent
ceremony. This award is an operational
service medal which recognises
significant or sustained service
to others in a national significant
emergency. The Victorian bushfires
of February 2009 have been declared
a nationally significant emergency so
the members who attended and fought
that blaze were awarded the medal.
Master of Ceremonies for the
occasion was David Gibbs.
ʘ

Those receiving the medal were: Standing: David Gibbs AFSM, Alan Thompson, * ,
Nicholas Crase, David Chapman, Gary Lea, Stuart Barber.
Seated: Stefan Horvath, Bruce McCallum, John Rogasch, David Pullin, Bruce
Harrison, Chris Dempsey. Absent: Ernest Pope.
*Peter Schmidt Regional Director Southern Metropolitan Region.

Good results
mean more
students
ROD NUSKE

Summarised from the Principal’s
Reports in Somers Primary School
Newsletters.

A

NATIONAL EMERGENCY
MEDAL

s a consequence of the Primary
School being one of the 100 top
performing schools in Australia, more
parents in the district are choosing
Somers for their children’s education.
Currently this has meant an increase
of 12 children in terms three and four.
At the start of this year there were 183
children but in 2014 there will be at
least 216 children. This means there
will need to be two extra classes but it
is intended that junior class sizes will
still be in the low 20s.
The problems don’t stop there
as additional teachers, classrooms
and equipment will obviously be

required. The school is in the process
of lobbying the Education Department
for add it iona l cla ssr oom s a nd
quotes have been sought for suitable
furniture and equipment for this
current year with the necessary
adjustments to the current budget.
Regarding Education Department
funding , as this is based on the
number of students on 28 February
each year, Somers School will have
to wait until this date in 2014 to
receive any increase for the additional
students.
Although currently some of the
classes are larger than hoped for,
t he addit ional enrolment s have
been managed in a way that has had
minimal impact on the children’s
learning.
The pool of helpers outside the
classrooms has been able to assist
with the children who need extra
attention.
Income from the Arts Fair will be
even more important this year and
Somers is indeed fortunate to have
such dedicated parents who bring
high levels of expertise to fundraising
at the school.			
ʘ
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Principals visit
school and
camp
DAVID INGHAM (Principal Somers PS)

O

n Thursday 24 October, 26
Primary and Secondary
Principals from the Mornington
Peninsula Southern Principals
Association visited Somers Primary
School for their monthly meeting. This
was followed by a tour of the school and
the opportunity to view Somers Primary
School’s programs.
The children were keen to show our
visitors what they do on a day-to-day
basis. The tour commenced with the
children debating on the topic, ‘We
should resurrect extinct species’. This
proved to be a lively debate which was
conducted in the Oxford style, with the
Principals asked to vote to determine
the winner. The negative team was
voted the winner after presenting a
strong argument.
This was followed by a visit to the
classrooms where programs unique
to Somers Primar y School were
highlighted. Judi Plummer presented
information about the Language
Support Program which is strongly
supported by local volunteers, many
from Somers Mixed Probus Club.
Book Circles, Tables Target groups,
Individualised and Group Tuition,
Advanced Maths and Socratic Seminars
were all highlighted as part of our
program to assist children to be the
best they can be.
In addition, at the children’s behest,
we demonstrated our Robotics program
with both the robotic cars called
Probots and the Lego Robotics provided
by the Somers Arts Fair committee.
Children from Years 4–6 acted
as guides and conducted the visitors
around the school. The Principals
were most impressed by the manner in
which our children represented Somers
Primary School.
The aim of the visit was to open
discussion on how we, as educators,
can assist the next generation of

Australians to gain the best possible
education. The Principals are acutely
aware of the fact that in a globalised
society, our children will be competing
with graduates from all over the world
in their chosen professions. To that end
we regularly share ideas with a view
to making the programs used in one
school available to all government
schools. In this way Principals from
all over the Mornington Peninsula are
able to enrich the lives and learning of

our students.
Following the visit to Somers
Primary School, the Principals visited
the wonderful facilities at the Somers
Camp, where Denise Anthony provided
an excellent lunch and an insight into the
many innovative programs provided at
the camp. This allowed the Principals
to underst and t he mag nif icent
contribution the camp makes to the
many thousands of children who have
visited over the years.		
ʘ

Somers students Hannah and James discussing their school program with
Principals Andrew Felsinger of Somerville Rise and Andrew Forrest of Baxter.

The previous Principal at Somers, Wayne Whitworth, is quite interested in what has
changed at Somers School since he was there. Somers teacher Tarryn Dalton and
students Jeneille and Trilby are only too happy to provide the answers.

.
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Plinth smirking backwards

Why is Plinth
smirking?
BARRINGTON PLINTH

B

efore we go into that, what a
wonderful word is ‘smirk’. The
Oxford Dictionary describes it as
‘affected or silly smile, simper’. When Mrs
Plinth observed Plinth with a pile of back
numbers of the Naughty Lass on his knees
she asked: “Why are you smirking dear?”
“I’m not,” he replied: which is what
he always said when she asked him
anything like that.
In fact, he was looking over his
10 years of articles submitted to our
newspaper and no doubt, marvelling
at how silly they were. And why silly,
he thought! Well perhaps it’s because
life’s full of silliness. Just to prove it, let’s
look at some examples from the Nautilus
archive.
Like the time Plinth bought a totally
un-roadworthy 1942 vintage army truck
and then tried to drive it home from
Warrnambool. As an example of its unroadworthy state, it only had a hand on
the end of a long stick which you had to
wave up and down to show that you were
going around a corner. So when, to his
horror, he saw a police car lurking behind
a shrub, what did he do? He bobbed his
head down and presented the police with
the vision of a driverless truck going by
AND HE GOT AWAY WITH IT! Why he did
such a silly thing he has no idea.
Or the time when Mr and Mrs Plinth
operated a steam-powered ferry boat on
the Yarra. Unfortunately, hot oily smuts
issued from the funnel and in certain
winds they rebounded, burning holes
in people’s clothing. They managed to
burn holes in a cabinet minister and they
nearly incinerated an entire Japanese
family who were on holidays in Victoria.
The marine insurance company didn’t
know what to make of it. Then there was
the time when they had to pick up a bride
from Banana Alley and take her down
to Polly Woodside. It was low tide and
the bride, in full wedding regalia had to

.
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climb down a ladder to get into the boat.
Unfortunately her dress got caught over
a bollard while she continued her decent.
Plinth was left with the disconcerting
vision splendid of white stockings and
a well-placed garter.
The ageing process has its moments
– especially moments of truth – like
the time Plinth was overtaken on the
pavement by a mother pushing a pram. He
could hear her coming so he lengthened
his stride. Still she came on and finally,
with Plinth giving a good demonstration
of the goose-step, she went powering by.
Was the infant in the pram giving him a
smirk? He was horrified to realise that
this was surely an alarming indication
of one’s failing powers.
Retirement ideas were shared with
readers of the paper. Some people seem
attracted to the idea of opening their
houses up to B & B. The Plinths did this

Mrs and Mr Plinth caught in a rare photo.

and ended up with three custom-built
suites and five RACV stars. All very well,
but Mr Plinth soon started morphing into
Basil Faulty. What really irritated him
was having to clean up after people and
worst of all, hearing them on the other
side of the wall, making their messes. One
of the suites was under the same roof as
the main residence and you could hear
guests frolicking in the bath. Because the
dividing wall wasn’t entirely soundproof
the Plinths used to tiptoe about but this
gave the bathers a false sense of security.
Plinth couldn’t believe the uses guests
put the bath to but squeegeeing the
water off the floor the next morning was
certainly no smirking matter.
In a recent issue of the Nautilus, Plinth
was happy to tell his readers – especially
men – about his first car. It was a 1928
Baby Austin ‘Chummy’ model. It had an
engine about the size of a boy’s lunch

box and no brakes; or none to speak of.
One day he was slowly driving up his
street when he spotted the wife of the
local Liberal MP – we shall call her Mrs
Blessington-Smyth – and he could see
from the way she was looking over her
shoulder that she was hoping for a lift.
Being a polite sort of chap, Plinth
pulled over and began giving Mrs
Blessington-Smyth all the reasons why
lifting her would be unwise and even
dangerous. Plinth was also worried that
the lady of such generous proportions
would simply not fit into such a tiny car.
Unperturbed, Mrs Blessington-Smyth
started backing into the car. Plinth
helped with a judicious shove or two
then went around the driver’s side to
see if there was any room left for him.
It was not so much her body size as her
clothing; she was enshrouded in a great
heavy grey suit and having squeezed in,
Plinth was alarmed to see that the gear
lever and hand brake were nowhere to
be found. Apologising, Plinth started
rummaging around in the lady’s skirts,
feeling for the vital levers of propulsion.
Mrs Blessington-Smyth found all this
highly entertaining and once Plinth
had the necessary levers to hand they
puttered off.
Going down Doncaster Road, Plinth,
with pressure on the foot and hand
brakes, managed to dodge his way
through the intersection with Burke
Road (which had no lights in those
days). Going up past the Kew Cemetery,
progress was so slow that they were
overtaken by an old W-Class tram full
of cheering schoolchildren. But the
worst challenge was to come and that
was the descent towards Kew Junction.
Early planning was called for and so, by
selecting a low gear and working the
brakes, Plinth managed to drift to a stop
right outside the Kew Post Office. Mrs
Blessington-Smyth struggled out of the
car, turned and thanked Plinth for the
lovely ride. Little did she know!
So that’s it for now. Ten years of
sending silly things to the Nautilus team
and more to come. Life is so episodic
and as one gets on, the episodes tend
to accumulate. How many new ones
to write about in the future? Well no
one knows. The thing is that so many
experiences start off as horror stories
but with time, you can see the funny side.
Oh well! Tootlepip for now.
ʘ

Asking for
assistance
LLOYD J. THOMAS, PH.D
(Dr Thomas is a licensed psychologist,
author, speaker and life coach)

M

any people find it extremely
difficult to ask for ‘help’, even when
they need it. Asking for help puts us in
contact with our own inadequacies, our
own ignorance, and our own lack of a
particular skill. It reminds us of a time
when we were small and dependent
on others. It often arouses fear of
rejection.
I admit I don’t like asking for ‘help’. I
would much rather ask for ‘assistance’.
When someone offers ‘help’, it implies
that he or she has something I don’t
have. That sets up a difference in
personal power and I feel powerless.
If however, when someone asks if he
or she can be of ‘assistance’, it implies
that I am already capable, but my task
is made easier by accepting another’s
assist ance. There is no implied
discrepancy in personal ability.
W hen I was 10 years old, my
Grandmother allowed me to watch
chickens being hatched. The chicks
struggled to get free of their shells. I
felt sorry for them and very carefully
took away the shells. Every one of the
chicks I ‘helped’ died. I was horrified.
My Grandmother told me that chicks
must be allowed to struggle to exit
their eggs, because by doing so they
strengthen their lungs, their tiny
muscles, and their hearts. Without
that exercise, they die.
How many times do we ‘help’
others in ways that weaken them
and invite them to become or remain
dependent, instead of becoming strong
themselves?
When you ask for help, make certain
that what you ask for will not further
weaken you when you receive it. When
you are asked for assistance, make
certain what you offer will allow for
the development of the others’ ability
to help themselves or strengthen their
own skills.
Sometimes we fail to ask for

assistance merely because we don’t
have the language. In English, there is
actually only one way to ask DIRECTLY
for anything. That way is to say: “Will
you ...?” Every other phrasing is either
indirect or not asking.
In your own mind, make the
distinction between ‘refusal’ of your
request and personal ‘rejection’. When
you are refused your request, it is not
a rejection of who you are – merely a
refusal to accede to your request. This
distinction will also lessen your fear
of anticipated ‘rejection’.
Keep in mind that no one, no matter
how much they care about you, can
read your mind or heart. No one can
know what you need unless you tell
them and follow that statement with
a direct request. Honour your want or
need by making it known. Don’t beat
around the bush, just ask – directly.
Never make assumptions about the
response you will get prior to your
asking. Trust that the person you are
asking will in fact help you. Most of
us are not out to deprive you of what
you need. Most people like to be of
assistance.
Finally, always express your
appreciation, even if your request
has been refused. Certainly express
it, when you get what you asked for. A
simple ‘thank you’ will do it. Gratitude
is the only attitude that strengthens
the probability that you will receive
what you need the next time.
If we become comfortable directly
asking for assistance, we strengthen
our abilities, enrich our relationships
and invite collaborative teamwork to
accomplish any of life’s challenges. ʘ

Flinders

Naturopathic Clinic
Wendy Green, ND

Naturopath & Nutritionist
Massage
Shop 2/33 Cook Street, Flinders
T: 59891113 M: 0427131256
Health Fund rebate can apply
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Profiles

What are they
doing now?
We decided to re-interview some of
the teenagers who appeared in our
April 2004 issue where, as a matter
of interest, the front page story was
‘Somers will soon have a new Fire
Station’.
BARRY MERTON

much to Nic’s delight. He comes home
each Christmas when the family have
jolly get-togethers. His mother Janine
wishes he’d stay at home but Nick says,
“Where else could you wear shorts all
year round?”

Lucy Holland

Tom Murphy

Nic Blogg

T
H

is aim to become a qualified bricklayer went to plan and he has added
dry-stone walling to his range of skills.
Three and a half years ago Nic moved
over to Perth where he found plenty
of work. Lugging pallets of bricks and
heavy rocks around is no trouble for
Nic. He’s a big tanned and hairy fellow
with dreadlocks that look as though
they have about 1000 volts running
through them. Nic has a lovely partner
called Laura; they live in Scarborough,
just 500m to the beach where Nick can
enjoy his passion for surfing. Even better, in any spare time he travels south to
Margaret River to get into the really big
stuff. Nic has not lost his attachment to
Victoria. He is a mad supporter of the
Essendon Football Club and he was at
the ground when the club played against
the West Coast Eagles in Perth and won,
10

.

en years ago Tom was a year 11
student at secondary school and
he told a scribe from this newspaper
that he had lived in Somers all his life
but he had little idea where he may end
up in the future. Well the fact is that
after residential stints in Richmond and
Hawthorn, Tom is back here in Somers,
living with his family (they’re a very
close lot), while trying to save some
money to buy his own house. On finishing school, Tom went to university
to study mechanical engineering and
completed a business degree as well.
These were combined five-year courses
and during this time Tom helped finance his studies by working part time
at a firm called Richmond Wheel and
Castors – and he’s still there! Tom is a
mechanical-design engineer and the
company manufactures heavy industrial wheels and castors for such things
as oil rigs and gas plants. As we spoke,
Tom was about to be appointed factory
manager. On the domestic side, Tom has
a partner, Beth and they enjoy going
to the movies and cycling. Tom likes
a game of golf and he plays basketball
once a week. So for someone who didn’t
know where he was going to end up,
things are looking pretty good.

a cute little butterfly, Lucy flits
Like
from flower to flower; she seeks

here; she seeks there! It’s not been a
trouble-free journey. While still at primary school, Lucy was diagnosed with
dyslexia and she has had to struggle
against this learning difficulty. Nonetheless, Lucy is a real trier and determined to press on with her education,
she attended Westernport Secondary
College to do year 11, then enrolled at
Dromana Secondary College because
they offered a sport and surfing option (Lucy loves surfing), and then she
tried a TAFE College course in childcare. In between all these endeavours
Lucy found time to have a holiday in
Bali and finally she packed her bags
and set off for Cairns “to taste freedom”, as she put it. Freedom is all very
well but homesickness for Somers set
in and she returned home. After all
this it seems that Lucy found her thing.
She did a course at TAFE to become
a make-up artist and has worked in
this field. She managed to turn the
compere on the Friday night show on
Channel 31 into a zombie and she has
worked with university students with
special make-up effects on their film
projects. Lucy is much sought-after for
Halloween partygoers and she has a
great singing voice. Good luck to Lucy,
the artist.

Abbey Fraser

year briefly for medical treatment and
after recovery, she returned to Utila
where she became a fully qualified Dive
Instructor. She now has plans to move
to the Caribbean soon to continue her
work in the scuba diving industry.
Abbey will always call Somers home
and her parents can see her returning to
her ‘home base’ between her traveling
adventures.

MARNEE WILLS

Joel Kidgell

O

n completion of her Year 12 studies, Abbey moved from Somers to
Brunswick in Melbourne where she lived
while studying Arts at Melbourne University. During this time, she continued
her work as a facilitator for the REACH
Foundation in Collingwood.
Over the years, Abbey has always
returned home to Somers during
university breaks – both to avail herself
of the clean air and beautiful beaches
that she missed in Melbourne and to
work in the hospitality and winery
industry to earn that extra money
required for comfortable student living.
Abbey’s work with the REACH
Foundation continued and early in
2011, she traveled to Mali in Africa
to volunteer at a school that was
sponsored by REACH. She developed
a passion for Africa and its people
and after changing university courses
and campus’ to study Politics and
Human Rights, she attended Monash
University’s Johannesburg Campus to
further this passion.
Well and truly bitten by the ‘travel
bug’, Abbey continued to travel on her
own throughout Africa. She spent time
in Zanzibar where she discovered the
joys of scuba diving.
In 2012, Abbey took up a n
opportunit y to study at Monash
University’s Prado Campus in Italy,
which enabled her to travel extensively
through the Middle East and Europe.
Abbey has now been based in Utila
in the Bay of Islands off the coast of
Honduras for most of 2013. An accident
in Nicaragua saw her return home mid-

T

en years seems like a very long time
but when you really think about it,
a decade hasn’t made that much of an
impact on the quite little coastal village
that we all know and love. The General
Store has certainly made a change for
the better and despite my strong, yet
ultimately trivial objections, the Camp
Hill Road housing estate went forward
and is now a Somers fixture. As for myself, following completion of year 12
at Woodleigh and after getting drawn
down the rabbit hole that is science I
decided to move up to Townsville, Qld
to study marine biology at James Cook
University. While it took a little while
to get used to the heat, studying suited
me well and I really loved the course.
Naturally, the university took full advantage of the close proximity to the
Great Barrier Reef with plenty of field
trips to the reef and surrounding islands

throughout my three-year degree. I am
currently still in Townsville completing
my honours year though research into
the use of algae to remove heavy metals
from industrial waste waters. Each summer I would come back down to Somers
for several reasons, foremost being to
escape the wet season in Townsville, but
also to see family and friends in addition
to working at Harbour Dive, a SCUBA
dive shop in Mornington. Through work
at Harbour Dive, I eventually got my instructor’s certification so that I could
teach diving courses. Despite spending
the majority of each year away, Somers
always feels like home. I still love the
town for its quietness and still don’t
want it to change. Oh, and I still go snorkelling down at Somers beach whenever
I get the chance. 			
ʘ

Are you interested in
local history?
Then the Balnarring
and District Historical
Society can offer you the
opportunity to be involved
in historical research and
the updating of records
for Somers as well as
Balnarring, Bittern and
Merricks.
For further details contact the
Secretary, Anna Buchhorn on
5983 5537
or the Information Officer,
Ilma Hackett on 5983 5326
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The boy’s dog
JIMMY JAMES

T

hat morning, just like all the
mornings before, he went to the
gate and let the dog go out. The dog
ran to the tree just outside the gate. It
picked up a morsel at the foot of the
tree. When he saw the dog pick up the
scrap he went over and took it from the
dog’s mouth. It was just a dry scrap of
bread with some pink fish paste on it,
and he threw it in the rubbish bin. The
dog ran off.
The boy went inside and finished
his breakfast, and tidied the kitchen.
The girls had gone to school and his
mother to work. His friend would
soon call to ride to school with him.
It was time to call the dog back and get
ready to ride off. He cleaned his teeth,
brushed his hair, and went outside to
get the dog.

.
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The dog was lying against the fence
with its feet in the air. He ran over and
picked it up. He tried to get it to stand
on its feet. It was sick. What should he
do? He held his dog and spoke to it.
The dog just looked at him. What could
be wrong? The dog walked shakily
around to the back yard. He sat down
with it, but there seemed to be nothing
he could do.
Did his friend call for him that
morning? He could never remember
if Vin came or not. He sat with the dog.
After a time he called the next door
neighbour, who looked at the dog and
listened to his story. The neighbour
said he should give it salt water to
make it vomit, as it must have picked
up a bait. How could he get it to drink
salt water?
Someone must have called a vet.
Afterwards he could remember a tall,
heavy man standing there looking
at the dog and at him. The man said
maybe the dog would live or maybe it
would die. He couldn’t tell.
The sun grew hot and the boy and

the dog sat on the grass. The dog lay
there and panted while the boy sat
there and stroked it. The sun got higher
and the day grew hotter. The two sat
together on the lawn. Sometimes it
seemed that it was too hot to bear, but
the boy and the dog lay there together.
He was only a little dog, brown
and black, but he was the boy’s friend.
Together they would play around the
small back garden. The dog would
bark at the boy and would run around
him. The boy would grab at the dog
and sometimes would catch him. They
would wrestle together and laugh
with each other. Sometimes, when
the boy was sad and lonely, when he
had been driven out of the house by
his sisters, he would sit on the step
of his bungalow and the dog would
come to him and take his hand in his
mouth. The dog would nuzzle the boy’s
face, and lick the tears from his cheeks.
They loved each other.
In the heat of the day, when the sun
was still high in the sky, the dog just
quietly died and the boy was left alone. ʘ

The Johnsons
and Emu
Plains Market
ROD NUSKE

A

fter 10 years of organising the Emu
Plains Market, Westernport Rotary
Club ceased its involvement in this event
in February 2012. Somers residents
Joel and Vanessa Johnson felt the other
markets didn’t quite provide what they
missed in the Emu Plains Market.
In their own words, “We liked to see
fresh produce from growers right on
our doorstep, amazing gourmet food
from talented local cooks, delicious hot
food from all over the world, vintage
treasures, colourful plants and herbs
as well as hand-crafted items and
eclectic finds from around the world
from people who directly support the
local communities where the products
are made”.
Feeling very strongly about this, Joel
and Vanessa restarted the market in
December 2012 and have raised over
$16,000 for Westernport Rotary Group
Community Projects and the Emu Plains
Reserve Committee.		
ʘ

FOLKLAW
PETER COOPER

S

omers Koala Reserve – good, bad
or indifferent? Do you even know
where it is? Then there is the matter of
who owns the land. Does this mean the
same responsible owner manages and
maintains it?
Many questions but still no answer.
Many people have blank looks on their
faces when we have to explain the exact
location and it still proves tough for some
to understand where it is.
Have I kept you in the dark or are you
enlightened about some or all of the facts
about this area set aside for wildlife?
Somers Koala Reserve – Melways

Vanessa Johnson with Nathan Hersey of Franklin Coffee, who would be
remembered by local residents from his time at Somers General Store.

Vanessa with three kindergarten assistants Ali, Sonia and Celeste with her son
Noah.

page 193, K 9. Owned by Mornington
Peninsula Shire Council but managed
and maintained by people of Somers and
surrounding districts under the banner
of FOLKLAW (Friends of Local Koalas,
Land and Wildlife).
Contact address is PO Box 28, Somers
3927. We have a yearly renewable
agreement with the Council called an
MOU (Memorandum of Understanding).
This is one of a handful of this type of
document.
Since the conception of the Reserve
in the 1990s, FOLKLAW have been
volunteering our services concerning
all aspects of the area. The Reserve
is approximately 17 acres bounded
by Campsie Court, Beach Hill Avenue,
Stanmore Avenue and Parklands Avenue
with a pedestrian-only entry point from
each road.

Even though we are a Somers-based
group of people, our volunteer and
membership base encompasses people
from Melbourne to Somers. Regular
working bees are held the last Sunday
in every month except December and
January. These are normally attended by
the same old happy faces. We may have a
small membership and ask only $10 a year
for membership but it goes a long way.
Somers General Store has our
noticeboard and information box situated
on the outside café wall to the left of
the café door – the board is changed at
the beginning of every month. A Koala
Information Shelter is near the Balnarring
Community Hall.
Our website address is http://home.
vicnet.net.au/~folklaw/ for all the history
and information about us and what we do –
if you are inclined to be inquisitive.
ʘ
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Charity begins
with home …
Sue Home
ROB BARFUS (Editor of Hill ‘n’ Ridge,
published by Red Hill District Lions
Club)
“We are very lucky to have Sue Home
representing us in Australia.”

P

aul Newman, famous Hollywood
actor and humanitarian, once
made this remark to the President
and CEO of Newman’s Own Foundation,
Robert Forrester.
Such is the esteem in which Sue is
held that Robert Forrester, with two
of his senior executives, travelled to
Australia from Connecticut, USA in
November to preside over retirement
functions for her. A resident of Red Hill,
Sue has for the past 30 years been the
Australian and New Zealand advisor,
first to Paul Newman and, following
Paul’s death in 2008, to the Board of
Newman’s Own Foundation.
At a luncheon and presentation held
at Lord Somers Camp on 14 November,
Robert Forrester said:
“Paul Newman believed in luck; he
acknowledged his own good luck and
he believed in sharing it. This is why
all the after-tax profits from sales of
Paul Newman’s gourmet range of salad
dressings and other products, go to
charity.”
Empathy, graciousness, leadership,
trust, respect – all these words were
laced through Forrester’s tribute to Sue
Home, before he presented her with a
white marble bust of Paul Newman – a
replica of the label of the first Caesar
Salad Dressing which Paul preferred
to his own picture.
Next to the USA Australia is the
biggest buyer of Newman’s Own
products, and the philanthropic work
that Sue Home administered for
Newman in Australia has contributed
to this success. The donations to charity
started in 1984 with a $20,000 grant.
“Over 30 years I have guided, firstly
Paul and since his death the Foundation,

.
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as we distributed around $20 million to
over 1000 Australian and New Zealand
charities,” Sue said.
She recalled t hat it was 26
September, 1983 that Paul Newman’s
Own salad dressing was launched onto
the Australian market – the same day
that Australia won the America’s Cup
– and she was involved in that launch.
“One event cost millions and made
us feel good for a day and another that
cost little, went on to generate millions
and continues to contribute to the
common good,” she said.
Sue paid tribute to a number of
people and organisations, including
Ritchies IGA supermarkets on the
Peninsula that carry the full range of
Newman products.
Referring to Paul Newman she said
she had written to him just before his
death telling him what a huge difference
he had made to the lives of tens of
thousands of Australians through his
community support programs.
“I really loved the fact that Paul was
so ‘hands-on’ and interested in our
Australian charities,” she said.
Although retiring as the official
representative Sue will remain as a pro
bono advisor to the Newman Foundation
because, as Robert Forrester told her:
“We do not accept retirement as such;
you will continue to be a part of the
Newman’s Own Family and Community

Programs for life.”
And it seems that Sue Home will not
be slowing down very much.
She recently started working with
Luz Restrepo, a political refugee from
Colombia, who works with asylum
seeker, refugee and migrant women.
Sue and a small group of Red Hill
women are providing support to Luz
and her organisation ‘Sisterworks’,
mainly by conducting fundraising
events.
It was fitting that a retirement
function for a long-serving Newman
identity was held at a camp for young
people. Across the world there are now
30 camps sponsored by the Newman
Foundation, mainly focused on helping
sick children. According to Robert
Forrester the instigation of these camps
was one of Paul Newman’s proudest
personal achievements.
As a final gesture Sue Home
presented Lord Somers Camp and
Powerhouse with a cheque for $200,000
from the Newman Foundation for the
erection of an all-weather cover over
an outdoor multi-purpose court which
the Foundation had previously funded.
The facility will carry a brass plaque
acknowledging the generosity of the
Newman Foundation and recognising
the dedicated work and inspiration
provided by Sue Home.
ʘ

The big moment! The handing over of a cheque for $200,000 by Robert Forrester
of Newman’s Own Foundation to Malcolm Cater, President and Camp Chief of
LSC&PH for the erection of an all-weather cover to be placed over the camp’s
multi-purpose court.

Book reviews

Fly a Rebel
Flag:The Eureka
Stockade
Robyn Annear (Harper Collins,
2007)
Age range 12+
KARINA SMITH

3 December 1854

A

few weeks before Christmas 159
years ago, gold diggers in Ballarat
were fighting for justice and freedom.
The battle at the Eureka Stockade

How Santa
Really Works
Alan Snow
(Atheneum Books for Young Readers,
2004)

KARINA SMITH

T

he cover title may hint at
‘information’ about Santa but
rest assured this book has children
(and Christmas-loving adults) very
much in mind. How Santa Really
Works lets you in on the real scoop
about how Santa manages his magical

changed Australia forever and Eureka
has been named the birthplace of
democracy.
As we prepare for Christmas in
this comparatively egalitarian time,
it is worth remembering a significant
historical event in Australia, a century
and a half ago, where Australia’s only
armed rebellion led to reform of unfair
laws. Most Australians are aware of
the Eureka Stockade, but many are not
aware of the details of the short but
bloody 20-minute battle that forever
changed the fabric of democracy in
Australia.
Fly a Rebel Flag transforms this
chapter in Australian history into a
living and breathing event. The author,
Robyn Annear, provides fictionalised
narration of key characters at the
stockade and illustrations and
photographs of miners, licences,

team and coordinates the main event
– Christmas Day. The wonderful front
cover gives the reader a sneak peek
into what lies within, by depicting an
anatomical description of how Santa’s
outfit works, and the author’s name,
Alan Snow (yes, Alan Snow) gives this
special Christmas book an added layer
of charm.
Have you ever wondered how
Santa knows what you want? Can
Santa fit all the presents on his sleigh
at once? How does Santa get down
a chimney? And most important of
all, how does Santa know if you have
been good? These are but a few of the
questions that are answered in this
in-depth book which covers all the
essential information that every child,
and adult who loves Christmas, has
ever dreamed to ask.
All I can give away is that Santa
has lots of help. He has an elite
squad of elves called the CIA (the
Christmas Intelligence Agency) who
assist Santa throughout the year with
information-gathering about wish
lists and behaviour. And Santa has
lots of tricks up his red sleeves to
help re-load his sleigh, shimmy down
chimneys and hide if a child awakes.
How Santa Really Works – topsecret infor mat ion on Sant a
(shhhhhhhh). 		
ʘ

proclamation notices and the Eureka
flag.
I read this book with a group of
grade-six students in Book Circle at
Somers Primary School. This book
provided us with many discussion
points, ranging from the influence
of immigration, police corruption,
oppression and brutal laws through
to coping with lice, no socks and a
dangerous life underground. We
agreed it was no wonder the diggers
rebelled – they had suffered great
hardship with escalating mining
licences, they had no vote and they
couldn’t buy land. As one student
observed, they were like a smouldering
volcano, ready to erupt.
This book also provided us with
rich little nuggets about Australian
history. The work Eureka (yoo-reeka) which is used to express elation
upon discovering something, comes
from the ancient Greek word ‘heureka’
which means ‘I have found (it)’.
The term ‘digger’, adopted by
ANZAC soldiers in the First World
War, comes from the Ballarat gold
diggers and their code of mateship.
The diggers’ oath (sworn on 30
November 1854) is a poignant reminder
of what people are still fighting for
across the world, this Christmas 2013:
“We swear by t he Sout her n
Cross to stand truly by each other
and fight to defend our rights and
liberties.”
ʘ
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Join us at Somers Yacht Club
10:30 am January 5th 2014
http://www.somersyachtclub.yachting.org.au/
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When the student is ready the
teacher appears
PETER HOHAUS: text and photos

I

go out most weekends on the Safety
Boats at Somers Yacht Club. We
usually put out four rescue boats for
the Saturday afternoon race which
generally starts about 2:30pm. One
boat lays large buoys for the course,
another is the Start Boat, one small
rubber duck looks after the kids’ minirace and the Russian-built ‘RIB’ is a

general-purpose, quick patrol boat.
Whether I’m the skipper or one of the
crew, I always grab my camera to take
a few snaps of the racing boats if they
should happen to sail past whichever
boat I’m on. Mostly the Somers sailors
are quite capable and don’t need much
rescuing, unless of course a squall
happens to knock down part of the fleet.

Robbie Lovig and Chelsea Haynes.

Michelle Bursa and Chelsea Haynes racing at Somers.

So there is often time to grab a few close
shots of our racing crews.
Last year I became aware of
some quite spectacular catamaran
sailing. Most of our sailors are quite
conservative and concentrate on getting
around the course in the quickest
possible time without crashing their
craft! These cat sailors were different.
They were flying around the course
on one hull or the other like they were
immune to the normal physics of sailing.
The boat I spotted on this occasion
happened to be piloted by a Robbie
Lovig. He was coaching Chelsea Haynes.
Chelsea and Michelle Bursa are a
Somers YC Hobie 16 sailing team and
have known each other since they were
little girls, neighbours, in Somers. More
or less by fortuitous accident the girls
ended up sailing together at Somers.
Each had sailed with other partners, but
when the school friends came together
they ‘clicked’ and started performing
well together.
‘When the student is ready the
teacher appears’ is the proverb. Robbie
Lovig spotted the girls’ talent when
they were sailing at our sister club,
Westernport YC at Balnarring and
offered to coach them. Robbie had been
a junior Hobie sailing champion and
came third in the Hobie Tiger Worlds
recently; so it was a good offer.
Robbie seemed to alternate between
sailing with Michelle and Chelsea cutting
through the Somers fleet as a sailing
exercise. The girls would sail together at
Somers on Saturday and then diligently
head off to WPYC on Sunday for more
training. I occasionally bumped into
Robbie, Chelsea and Michelle rigging
up in the boat yard. Robbie seemed shy
and unassuming.
Anyhow it seems Robbie slipped
away to France where he and a French
sailing partner managed to nail the
World Hobie Tiger Championship! So
Michelle and Chelsea’s coach morphed
into a world champion.
Michelle and Chelsea are clearly on
a roll. They slipped up to the NSW Hoby
titles the weekend of 1 December and
took out both the women’s and youth
trophies. They were an impressive sixth
overall out of 37 boats!
Chelsea and Michelle are now
training for the 2014 Youth Sailing World
Championship in Tavira, Portugal. ʘ
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Sandy Point –
the first time
DELINE SKINNER

W

hen I first walked to Sandy Point it
was winter. It was an emotionally
charged journey, far from a thoughtfully
planned exercise. I had moved to Somers
from French Island and was wistful for
the land I had loved. My young children
had gone on the Friday night ferry to visit
their Dad and I woke Saturday, after a fitful
sleep, to a cold yet sunny morning. I busied
myself with chores, a trip to Balnarring
Op Shop and coffee at Marmadukes but
was still unsettled.
I decided to walk to Sandy Point, to
look across to the island and feel a little
closer to all that I had left, had lost. The
day had warmed by early afternoon and
I descended the100 steps, then a straight
narrow somewhat rickety staircase, and
looked at the grey sea lapping across the
rocks. I turned left and passed the wooden
wall to a curve of sand reaching around
to a point, Sandy Point I presumed.
It is a beautiful untouched stretch of
sand, with sun and salt-bleached chunks
of driftwood and fallen tea trees dotting
the beach and water. Waves and wind
had eaten at the sand forming sheer cliffs
reaching high above me.
A track of footprints line away in front
of me, a dog and their human companion;
that others had walked here earlier is a
comfort as I meander along this stretch
of coast unknown to me. I see not another
soul the whole afternoon at this most
easterly stretch of Somers. Phillip Island
looks close enough to swim to, birds roost

.
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on driftwood reaching from the water
and imaginary animals appear in the
shapes and shadows of bleaching timber
lying on the sands.
I walk towards the point with the
sun warming me inside my woolly blue
jumper and a serenity I need falls as I
walk. I breathe. Here there is the silence I
know and the view I had from the loungeroom window of that dream home I had
needed to leave.
I come to the point to find stretched
before me another shallow curve of bay
leading me onward. I walk, observing the
sun lighting the houses on Phillip Island,
struggle for the name of the settlement
west of Cowes, watch boats bobbing in
their favourite fishing spots and continue
on. Rounding the next point, not Sandy
Point either, the beach continues on. The
cliffs flatten out and I explore a little of
the bushland there. Old bed frames and
the refuse of army training camps lie in
the bushes, and in the isolation and gnarly
twisted tea tree there is an eerie feeling.
I continue on, now very keen to get
to Sandy Point. I feel myself begin to
trudge as I weary. Finally I stand at
Sandy Point, spreading my arms wide
to envelop the surroundings as the coast
stretches away behind to the north and
the west, and the water lies between me
and Tortoise Head.
Around the corner lies a peaceful little
inlet with a lining of mangrove hugging
a small creek and gentle bay. Water laps
at the rise of sand and broken shells and
only bird calls break the silence. I linger
here, fossicking in jetsam lying in piles by
the inlet and contemplate new beginnings
as I gaze across the water.
I suddenly become aware of time
slipping away and turn to begin the
trek back to the grey wall and 100 steps.
I quicken my pace as the western sky

darkens. I pass the discarded old camps,
the driftwood, the flocks of gulls, the lone
cormorant sunning himself dry in the
fading light of the afternoon. Anxious
to get back, feeling the cold afternoon of
winter falling, I try to push the fear from
my mind as I watch the incoming tide.
I pass around a point and can see the
straight line of the retaining wall and
a few small bays to walk between me
and where the steps up the cliff begin.
Thin stretches of sand remain along
the beach as the waves move nearer
the water’s peak. Cliffs to my right and
water lapping at my feet I come to a stop.
High tide has hit and laps right up to the
cliffs beyond. The wall is not far, but it
appears the water is lapping right up to
the wall as well.
I see not sand but dark waves, with
arms and fingers of driftwood reaching
out to snag. I roll my jeans up further,
tying and slinging my sneakers over my
shoulder, and venture into the chilling
water to wade across to safety. Water
reaches above my knees in a few steps
and in my thick woollen jumper I decide
to look for an alternative. Back to a small
thin curve of sand, vertical sand cliff and
fallen tea trees, fear crashes down on me
as water continues to surge in, now on
both sides of me.
In vain I try to scramble up the vertical
cliff. I try to climb a bush nestled close
to the cliff but the branches, thin, break
under me. However, this gives me an
idea and I scan around in the darkening
afternoon and drag a thick log from the
sea. It is heavy so I trust therefore it will
hold my weight and I heave it up, bit by
bit, till it leans at an angle, from the sand
to near the top of the cliff. I hug and pull
myself up that log, not knowing what is
at the top. I lodge on a thin strip of green
grass and facing a taught barbed-wire
fence. I fumble up the wires at a fence post
and jump over the electric-fence tape.
There is a small tin shed and I trudge past
through the long damp grass and up the
hill in the direction of home. I find myself
at the end of Western Park Road and after
fumbling through the loose wires of the
fence feel my body slacken with relief
as I keep walking the road toward my
new home.
I learnt the hard way that the walk to
Sandy Point is dependent on tide. Leave
on an outgoing high tide and you will have
plenty of time.		
ʘ

A happy
occasion

J

ess Gibbs married Joe Steinfelds on a pier overlooking Lake
Tahoe, California in a simple ceremony with family on a very
sunny 30 November.

Meet your neighbour
ROSEMARY BIRNEY
Please meet your neighbour 			
Petaurus briviceps, the Sugar Glider

P

etaurus briviceps, the Sugar Glider, is a small arboreal
marsupial that glides from tree to tree gathering nectar
and pollen, searching for invertebrates in and under
the bark of trees and feasting on the sugary exudates from
eucalypts and wattles.
Your neighbour is responsible for the weeping scars on
the Black Wattles all around Somers as it chews grooves in
the bark, often at branch junctions, to promote the sap flow.
You will never meet your neighbour on the ground as
the gliding membrane which extends from wrists to ankles
gives the Sugar Glider a flawless means of transport, food
gathering and insurance against predators.
Neither will you meet your elusive neighbour during
daylight hours as the Sugar Glider sleeps all day in a leaflined tree hollow.
Your little neighbour weighs only 95 to160 grams (the
same weight as 10 coffee pods or a medium-sized apple)
and measures between 32 cm and 42 cm – nose to tail tip
– when fully grown.
Your neighbour was born, together with a twin, sometime
between June and January. After 10 weeks in a warm snug
pouch the little gliders were left in a tree hollow until they
were weaned at 17 weeks.
Your neighbour the Sugar Glider may live for five or even
nine years and if you plant some Black Wattles around your
house, and excuse the Wattles when they get a bit shabby
(because they have been used as a candy bar), you may
be rewarded with the sight of Petaurus briviceps gliding
through the trees in your garden – and you may hear their
soft, dog-like yapping call telling you that all is well in your
neighbourhood.
19
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Musing on the
Mews
ROD NUSKE, SALLY HOLDSWORTH

I

n October all Somers residents
received an invitation to attend a
Public Meeting regarding a proposed
development on 82 Tasman Road. It
explained that the proposal was for
14 dwellings on the site which would
contravene the current planning
regulations. Current zoning would
permit up to five dwellings on this site.
The owners Wayne Carne and
Rex Carr have requested a planning
scheme amendment from MPSC to
allow the development; and, as part
of a community consultation process,
called the meeting to present their
concept to the public and answer
questions relating to their proposed
development. The fact that there were
at least 200 residents at the meeting
showed the interest and concern that
was felt generally in the town.
Rex int roduced him sel f a nd
proceeded to outline his concept, to
be called Tasman Mews, which he
positioned as being for older Somers

ITProfessor
Business and Home
fixed ADSL & wireless 3G
data & networks.
PC Maintenance.
Websites. Shops. Email.
Development. Hosting. Support.
Domain & SEO Management.
Business Systems Analysis.
Project Management.
Contact Matthew Taylor to discuss
your needs in plain English
or bits & bytes.
support@itprofessor.com.au
Phone Message 0400 963 064
ITProfessor Pty Ltd - Box 424 Somers
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Very interested Somers residents who came to listen to the explanation regarding
the subdivision in Tasman Road.
residents wishing to downsize to
a more manageable propert y. He
stressed that they were not property
developers and that he had a long
association with Somers from the
time, as a child, when he visited his
grandfather in Tasman Road. To more
fully explain his concept, Rex made
use of a PowerPoint presentation.
Although telling his audience
that he would answer questions at
the end of the presentation, there
were at times angry interruptions,
which in fairness he managed without
rancour as he worked through the
presentation.
This showed that the buildings
were to be ‘coastal village’ in design,
to have solar panels and water tanks.
As well there would be communal
underground water storage, vegetable
garden and social area.
There would be two double-storey
units and 12 single-storey units,
each with two or three bedrooms;
properties will be accessed by a
one-way road circling through the
development.
At the end of the presentation the
questions came thick and fast. A major
concern raised was the likelihood that
if the required planning change was
approved by council, other suitable
block holders would seek to subdivide
their land. The reply given by an
associate was that each request for
a subdivision is ‘site specific’ and
therefore the change in the planning
regulation for 82 Tasman Road would

not set a precedent for other blocks.
It did seem that not everyone there
accepted this as an empirical fact!
Another question raised
wa s whet her sa les of t he new
properties would be restricted to
older purchasers – given that the
development aims to address housing
for an ageing Somers demographic.
Rex replied that, for a range of
reasons, he could not guarantee that
the properties would be sold only to
older buyers. When pressed on this
issue he commit ted to exploring
whether, under a building owners’

Rex Carr addressing Somers residents
at the Public Meeting in the Education
Camp which was called to discuss a
subdivision at 82 Tasman Road.

corporation, the properties could
be offered only to older purchasers.
Similarly he could not guarantee that
the properties, which would sell on
the open market, would be offered
only to existing Somers residents.
The audience queried why 14
allotments were proposed, instead of
a smaller number; or one property on
each block (it is actually two blocks).
Rex revealed that he had received
an offer to purchase the land for
the purpose of building five luxury
homes; however his preference was
to create a housing solution for older
Somers residents.
It was late in the proceedings
when the question of cost was raised;
the blocks would be valued from
$450,000 to $600,000, and the houses
an additional $400,000 minimum. A
single builder would be appointed
to manage the construction process,
ensuring a uniform appearance
and quality build, and the current
owners would withdraw once council
approvals were attained and the
groundwork completed. Eventually
an owners’ corporation would be
responsible for the running of Tasman
Mews.
Clearly this is an issue that many
Somers resident s and proper t y
owners feel strongly about.
A number of audience members
ack nowledged t he real dilemma
facing older residents who wish to
remain in Somers but, being unable
to find smaller homes, are forced to
relocate. Some people in the audience
voiced their support and desire for a
suitable, reasonably priced housing
solution for older Somers residents.
However it appeared that the
m ajor it y of t he aud ienc e w a s
concerned at the impact of such a
concentrated housing development
in Somers; fearing the irrevocable
change and potential loss of the
qualities that make Somers such a
special and unique village.
Council representatives were
present at the meeting as observers,
but did not participate. The community
now awaits the next stage of what
seems likely to be a lengthy process
as indicated in the letter from council
on the back of the notice for the
meeting.			
ʘ

Somers – why
we came here
KEVIN CLOSE

W

e came; we saw; we were
conquered! We loved the
dolphins playing with a dog
the day we saw this house. We holidayed
at Shoreham for years until the winters
without power became bleak and we
moved to Flinders. On retirement our
permanent option was our dream home
at Mt Martha but rising costs killed that.
An inspection at Somers, a walk on the
beach and we were hooked.
We love the intense quietness with
interruptions of birdsong. Compared to
Fitzroy North we had double the house
and 10 times the land. It was a mini
farm reminiscent of my growing up.
My workshop gets scant attention as
the garden is more fun.
The beaches are magic, always
changing, always alluring with possible
sighting of friendly dolphins. Walking
is easy on firm sand and at low tide you
have acres to explore. The beach area
has shrunk in recent years to uncover
rocks washed long ago. This cycle of
sand movement raises my curiosity.
The people are a delightful mixture,
split broadly into ‘holidaying’ and

permanents including a large swag of
retirees. Getting to know these folk
takes time with best opportunities at
the PO/Store or in functions such as the
Arts Fair. Walking helps but Somers is
about 3km long.
One concern among the Somers
retirees is how long can we stay
living here? Until health issues or age
make it too difficult perhaps! A recent
residents’ gathering to discuss the
Tasman Mews proposed development
was most interesting. I was impressed
with the planning for group facilities
surrounding quality houses of moderate
size in a community setting with more
open space than usual. It would be ideal
for older folk who wanted to stay here
without the large gardens to maintain.
Discussion illustrated some divisive
issues in our community. Some were
concerned about changing the Somers
model of housing. Did they realise that
it has changed, hardly any fibro shacks
remain, often replaced with larger more
prominent ‘McMansions’ as others
called them? Tasman Mews plans struck
me as a better fit into the Somers we
love with buildings not dominating,
preservation of the vegetation and with
more open space.
We need to look after our elderly
residents and make it good for them
to continue living here. They add
dimensions to our community and who
knows, in 10 years I might be one of
them! Perhaps you also! 		
ʘ
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Pressed clay ornaments
You'll need: Air-drying clay (available at art and
craft supply stores), a wooden skewer, textured items
you can press the clay into (e.g. fork, lace, plastic
flowers, rice, buttons, etc.).
Step one: Roll clay into a ball and press it down onto
the textured item.
Step two: Gently remove the clay, turn over and use a
round cookie cutter to cut it into a circle. If your clay
dries out a little, wet it slightly with a few drops of
water.
Step three: Press the skewer
through the top of the ornament and thread with string.
Leave to dry and harden in
the sun for 24 hours. Turn
them over so the other side
dries as well.

.
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Peg angels – gorgeous angels to
hang on the Christmas Tree
You’ll need: Feathers, wooden
pegs, strong craft glue, a pen,
paper for a dress, scissors, thin
craft wire.
Method: Cut the stems off the feathers to just where the
feathers begin. Glue a piece of paper onto the peg in a
dress shape. Glue the feathers onto the back of the peg to
form wings. Use a lot of glue to ensure they stick. Wrap
some thin craft wire around the ‘neck’ and up and around
again to create a halo. You can use the halo to hang the angel on the tree. Draw on an angelic face.

RECYCLING FUN

Christmas
paper
bauble garland

Enjoy some recycling craft by
making this bauble garland from
old wrapping paper, newspaper,
music paper, recycled Christmas
cards; anything!
Christmas tree brownies
You’ll need: Recycled paper,
These Christmas tree brownies make gorgeous
string, glue, scissors, an old CD,
Christmas gifts to give or just look great to take
beads.
on a plate for a party.
Method: Place your old CD onto
Ingredients: 3/4 cup butter, melted
the paper you are using and trace
1 1/4 cups sugar, 2 tsp vanilla extract
around the outside. Cut out the
3 eggs, 3/4 cup self-raising flour
circle of paper with scissors. Cut
1/2 cup cocoa powder, sifted
lots of circles of paper (you will
1 quantity vanilla icing
need 4 circles of paper for each
1 pkt rice crackers, cachous, choc chips
bauble). Fold each piece in half
M and Ms
with the pattern on the inside.
Method:
Glue the outside of the folded
Preheat oven to 180°C. Line a round cake tin
piece (the ‘wrong’ side), leaving
with baking paper and set aside. In a bowl, beat
the sugar and eggs together until light and fluffy. a couple of millimetres from the
Beat in the flour, melted butter, cocoa and vanilla fold bare of glue. Stick to the
until well combined. Pour into cake tin and bake wrong side of another folded
for 25-30 minutes. Leave to cool and slice into 8 circle to create a ‘T’ shape when
open. Repeat with the other sides
triangular wedges. Place the vanilla icing in a
until you’ve used four pieces and
ziplock bag and snip the corner off. Pipe the icing onto the wedges to cover the whole brownie. formed a bauble. Try two different patterns in the one bauble, or
Place a rice cracker into the bottom to create a
tree stump. Decorate with various decorations to a single pattern for each bauble
and alternate when threading toyour liking.
gether. Use a thick needle to
thread the string through the centre of each bauble (there should
be a gap right in the middle that
wasn’t glued). Thread a bead in
between each bauble. Hang and
admire!
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A passage
between two
oceans
TONY DUBOUDIN: text and photos

T

he first thought is: there is no way
our cruise ship is going to fit into
this narrow lock. With a few centimetres
to spare on either side the seemingly
impossible has happened and our
91,000-tonne floating hotel with 2100
or so passengers is inside the Gatun Lock
which is fast filling with murky water.
This is the first of three sets of locks
on the Panama Canal that lift ships 26
metres from the Caribbean and then
lower them to the Pacific Ocean.
The Gatun Locks are the first you
come to on the Caribbean side. They
raise ships to Gatun Lake.
To ensure that vessels going
through the locks stay in the centre of
the waterway and don’t hit the sides,
possibly damaging the structure, they
are attached by steel cables to electric

trains that run beside the locks. By
tightening or easing the tension on the
cables the trains keep the ship central.
The two drivers on each side of the lock
communicate by radio and are unable
to see each other.
From the Gatun Locks, the journey
continues for 51 kilometres to Gamboa
where the Culebra Cut begins. This is
a 13-kilometre channel of 150 metres
wide which covers one of the high spots
of the canal and caused the builders the
biggest headaches when the canal was
being built more than 100 years ago.
When you see the Culebra Cut first
hand you can understand the problems
carving through the rock and soil would
have posed in the 1880s–90s with the
limited machinery available at the
time and the torrential rains that some
months amount to more than 350mm.
Once a ship has negotiated the
Culebra Cut there is another set of locks,
Pedro Miguel, that take the ship down
9.4 metres to another lake that leads to
the Miraflores Lock which lowers ships
16 metres to sea level at the canal’s
Pacific terminus in the Bay of Panama.
Everything about the Panama Canal
is big even by today’s standards. The
locks are 300 metres long and 33

metres wide with walls ranging in
thickness from 15 metres at the base
to three metres at the top; the central
walls between the parallel locks at
Gatun are 18 metres wide and more
than 24 metres high.
Given that the ship we were on was
32.3 metres wide there was only 35cm
on either side of the lock walls and with
a length of 294 metres we had a total
of six metres clearance on the overall
length.
Just watching the entire process
of manoeuvring a huge ship like this
was enthralling and made a highlight
of a cruise that took in five countries in
Central America – Colombia, Panama,
Costa Rica, Guatemala and Mexico.
The Panama Canal is one of the
world’s great engineering achievements
and celebrates its 100 th birthday in
2014.
Given the conditions and lack of
machinery we take for granted today
one can only admire the engineers and
labourers who worked for the French
and Americans to construct what even
today is a wonderful achievement.
The canal was started in 1882 by
the Frenchman who helped build the
Suez Canal, Ferdinand de Lesseps, but

Various views of the Panama Canal.
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Jill Duboudin making friends (?) with a three-toed sloth in Cartagena, Colombia,
before going through the canal.
he was beaten by malaria, yellow fever
and a shortage of money. The enterprise
declared itself bankrupt in1888 amid a
great scandal in France when thousands
of small investors lost their money. It
later emerged French parliamentarians
had been bribed to allocate money for
the Panama Canal Company.
The French plan had been to build
a sea-level canal but the technical
demands of the project, the constant
landslips into the cuttings from the
saturated hillsides plus the humidity
and rainfall (the average is about
1900mm or 475 inches a year) beat
the best endeavours of the French
engineers, many of whom fell victim
to disease.
In 1904 the Americans took over
where the French left off and radically
changed the plan. They scrapped
the notion of a sea-level canal and
decided to create artificial lakes and
lift vessels through a system of locks.
It is only Panama’s abundant rainfall
that allows this to work for without the
rain constantly filling the main lake,
Gatun, the constant emptying of water
through the locks would drain the lake.
T he A mer ic ans’ ot her g reat
achievement, apart from completing
the canal, was to virtually wipe out
malaria and yellow fever on the isthmus
of Panama which had been one of the

deline@iinet.net.au
Ph. 0425 739 567

major factors defeating the French.
Before the canal was completed
the only way to avoid the long journey
around Cape Horn was to leave a ship
in either Colon in Panama (then part of
Colombia) or Panama City and take the
Panama Railway across the isthmus.
This railway journey was expensive
and unreliable.
Today the railway is still important
as a freight line carrying thousands of
containers which need to be offloaded
from the larger ships which could not
negotiate the canal fully loaded with
more than 4000 containers.
It is also a tourist attraction and
many visitors make the journey by
rail between Colon and Panama City.
In some parts the line runs right beside
the canal.
While the canal is adding more
locks and expanding the width of the
waterway the railway’s future seems
assured for some years to come.
Panama Cit y, a steamy, cargridlocked city of 1.7 million people,
is on the verge of opening its own
13.7-kilometre subway system – the
first in Central America – paid for in
part no doubt from fees paid by ships
using the canal (Melbourne take note).
The bill for our 91,000-tonne cruise
ship to traverse the canal was more
than $US350,000 one way.
ʘ
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WRITERS’ GROUP
Fiction Essays Plays Novels
Short Stories History Research
Children’sWriting

Letters
Non-Fiction

Journalism Reports

Poetry Travel Writing
D
&J
W
Join us
Share your words

* For encouragement, discussion, motivation,
workshopping, editing, feedback, enjoyment.
Friendly atmosphere

Everyone welcome

Friday evenings 7.30 – 9.30
Suite 2, 2 Russell Street, Balnarring
(next to the physio)
Gold coin donation appreciated

Jewellery cleaner
1 tablespoon salt
1 tablespoon baking soda
1 tablespoon dish detergent
1 cup water
1 piece aluminium foil
Directions:

1. Heat water in the microwave for 1 or 2 minutes.
2. Cut a piece of aluminum foil that roughly covers
the bottom of a small bowl (like a cereal bowl).

3. Pour hot water into bowl. Place salt, soda and
dishwashing liquid into bowl. Place jewellery
on top of foil and let it sit for 5 to 10 minutes.
Rinse jewellery in cool water and dry jewellery
completely with soft cloth. Discard solution
after use and make a new batch next time.

4. According to wire-sculpture.com, “this works
well for gold-filled, brass, German (nickel) silver,
and Sterling silver. I have even cleaned jewellery
with freshwater pearls, shell cameos and mother
of pearl with no problem”.

.
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High Tech Dentistry with Good Old Fashioned Care

Ph: 5983 5348

Dental Trauma Fridge Cheat Sheet:
Broken Tooth
1. Apply pressure on any bleeding
2. Find broken fragment and place in milk/saliva
3. Contact dentist
Loose Tooth
1. Apply pressure on any bleeding
2. Gently push tooth back into position
3. Check no interference on biting
4. Contact dentist
Tooth Completely Knocked Out
1. Pick tooth up by crown only
2. Suck on tooth to remove dirt
3. Put tooth root (pointy part) back into socket
4. Contact dentist
OR
1. Put tooth into milk/saliva
2. Contact dentist (as soon as possible)

A visit to 				
Yarra Glen gardens
A

trip to Yarra Glen to visit several gardens was greatly
enjoyed by members from local Probus Clubs. This was
organised by the garden group of Somers Combined Probus.
The first garden, Lubra Bend was planted so that it never
needed watering and was basically Australian natives. The
next, Alowyn Gardens was quite different and could be a
garden in France with a wisteria archway, water fountains,
a maze and a birch forest etc.

Daryl Gordon is a Balnarring photographer who embarked
on a project to take portraits of residents of Balnarring and
then decided to extend that to include Somers. Despite his
advertisement at SGS there seemed to be a reluctance of
people to participate. At least he had one participant, that
being Andrew Satchwell.

In the first photo is the owner of Lubra Bend, Rosemary
Simpson talking to Probus members Barbara Shaw and
Jenny Ferguson; the other is the wisteria archway of Alowyn
Gardens.

Somers Preschool Centre now has a master plan for the
grounds there. The first part of this concept has just been
completed with a beautifully created sand-pit, a dirt-digging
patch and vegetable garden with much more to follow, even
a bird hide! To involve the children in the project, families
donated plants and planted them on Community Planting
Day on Sunday 17 November. The photo shows the Behmer
family of Andrew, Ashton, Logan and Cassie providing a
permanent reminder of their involvement.
27
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Somers Tennis Club
AGM
ROD NUSKE

T

he Annual General Meeting was held in the clubhouse on
Sunday 17 November which followed social tennis played
on a day full of sunshine. It was great to see club President
Graeme Wilson having his first game after a rather enforced
layoff for a hip replacement and a later altercation with an
electric drill (don’t ask). Joining Graeme on the court were
his son Peter and the grandchildren Kate and Andrew making
three generations on the court together, which I am sure is a
fairly unusual situation anywhere, let alone in Somers.
Later medal presentations were made to club members
by Vice President Grant Tucker to:
Premiers Summer 2012/2013 Section 3 Juniors,
Caden Adams, Andrew Wilson, Harry Tucker and Andrew
Mikkelson.
Premiers ‘A’ Grade Mixed Doubles Winter 2013, Glenice

Secret men’s
business
ROD NUSKE

T

he Secret Men’s Business group
of the Probus Club of Balnarring
spent an intriguing afternoon at the
airfield of Westernport Model Aircraft
Club in Crib Point. There were about
30 or so members of the club putting
their aircraft through their paces with

.
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Carr, Jacqui Moir.
Premiers Saturday afternoon Men’s Singles Section 3.
Jonathan Thomson.
This was followed by the Annual General Meeting during
which the work of Jill Duboudin as Secretary for six years
was acknowledged, and at the conclusion of the meeting with
Graeme again elected President and Louise Adams as the new
Secretary, everyone adjourned to partake of a great afternoon
tea. Just who did make those wonderful scones?
ʘ

incredible skill.
The models were impeccable
miniatures of well-known planes such
as Spitfires and Thunderbolts as well
as biplanes and helicopters. Several
members had stunt planes that did
exactly that and jet fighters that were
powered by batteries and achieved
amazing speeds. Watching the owners
nursing the expensive planes safely
back onto the tarmac caused us to
quite often clap their expertise. I am
sure they breathed a sigh of relief to
have their pride and joy back in one
piece. For me the highlight was the

‘Ornithopter’ which was originally
designed by the great Leonardo
but like the one I built in my youth
probably didn’t fly! However this one
seen in the photo definitely did. The
idea is that the wings flap like a bird
and with the modern version the tail
is used to control its up-and-down
movement as well as its movements
to the side. This model also tweets
like a bird. Fantastic! The Probarians
lost in admiration of the American
biplane in the other photo are Max
Hem, Peter Cooper, Kevin Sack and
Peter Braithwaite.		
ʘ

Girls play
dress-ups...
beautifully
Somers Ladies’ Probus decided
they would do something a little
different for their November
meeting – to come dressed as
though they had a part in the ABC
television program ‘Miss Fisher’s
Murder Mysteries’.
All by herself is Annette Molesworth
while in the other photo are Pam
Farmer, Judy Llewellyn and Carla
Jeffery who all seem to be looking
with appreciation at the glamorous
Liz Hicklin.
Someone who would not look out
of place in the ‘Mysteries’ is Maria
Vrizina who somehow has the selfconfidence that would be a great
asset in any role in the series.

.
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Joseph
Thomas Smith
(Tom)
Before the Second World War Joseph
Thomas Smith was a young cadet
journalist covering sporting events
in Broken Hill. After a three-month

call-up period with the army he
enlisted in the RAAF in Adelaide
and was sent to Somers for his
initial training. This is an abridged
and edited version from Tom’s
autobiography. It is reproduced
here with the permission of Tom’s
family.

Tom’s early days in the
RAAF

… The trip to Melbourne was uneventful.
On arrival at the Spencer Street Station we
boarded another train (suburban) which
took us to Frankston. Buses were waiting
for us to board, and we soon arrived at
our latest home. Somers was a beautiful
spot and was named after Lord Somers.
Prior to the war, Somers was the area
for Youth Camps. It was close to the sea,
and within a couple of miles of the Naval
Training Base HMAS Cerberus.
Our accommodation was in huts which
held 24 beds – 12 on each side of the hut.
A room near the front door was the living
quarters of our Corporal Drill Instructor.

.
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There was no ceiling – only rafters and
roof. The quarters had beds and were very
comfortable [this was in comparison to
the army]. Keeping the quarters clean was
essential. There were frequent checks
and it was, after all, a training school. It
was obvious that discipline would be a
top requirement. At the first parade next
morning, we received an introduction
to the school, to the NCOs and to the
remaining members of the Course. It was
not hard to make friends. The substance of
the Course was outlined, with the addition
of the physical requirements. There were
frequent parade-ground marches and
the occasional route marches brought
moans and groans. The Corporal offered
his sympathy and promised to do things
gradually.
On the first day we were ‘kitted’
out – they were painstaking in their
effort to please. We visited the Parade
Ground, the huts where lectures were
held, and the Gymnasium. Rosters of
Camp Duties were placed on the Notice
Board, alongside standing orders which
were required by Military Law to be in a
prominent position. Meal parades and
lecture times were noted, and the type of
lectures we would receive. All trainees on
course were Airmen – the role they would
play later came at the end of the Course.
Times for leave and the method of taking
it, were explained. This mainly happened
on weekends, unless a trainee was on
weekend duty. The nearest populated
area was Fran=kston, but travel by train
to Melbourne, and places in between, was
rapid. Duty weekend was rostered – but
sometimes it was allotted as a penalty. If
there were night lectures promulgated,
it would usually be for about two hours.
These night studies usually covered
Astro-Navigation. Sometimes Wireless
and Direction Finding was allotted to
night lectures. Each day, recruits were
allotted duties to messing or hygiene.
It was reasonably easy to slip into
a schedule. Newcomers direct from
civilian life found adjustment to service
requirements harder than most of us, but
there were no complaints. The categories
that trainees were allotted to at the end of
the Course were Pilot, Navigator, Wireless
Operator and Air Gunner. Bomb aiming
was usually incorporated into Navigation.
The first Commanding Officer’s
inspection came three weeks after our
arrival. It was traditional for all huts

to be inspected, followed by the close
inspection of one hut chosen at random.
This meant all occupants of huts had to
be prepared. Our hut was the special
selection that morning. As the CO and
his entourage paraded through the
barracks we kept our fingers crossed.
At the conclusion of the inspection, he
acknowledged his satisfaction. Then came
the coup de grace – he asked for a ladder to
be brought to the barracks. It was placed
in a position while the CO donned white
gloves. After ascending the ladder, he
placed his gloved hands on the rafters
and checked them for dirt. We never knew
of this part of the cleaning program, and
sadly we failed the test. As a result of our
‘misdemeanour’ our hut members were
placed on weekend duty.
… Life at Somers wasn’t too bad. We
settled down to studies and although
there was much to learn in a short period

As the CO and his entourage
paraded through the barracks
we kept our fingers crossed.

of time, we remained happy with service
life. This was the first time I had been at
a base where women were also serving.
The WAAAFs had many duties, and after
hours were housed in a special compound,
manned by reasonably high fences.
However they were not high enough for
one WAAAF who, at times, paraded near
the windows of her room, topless – to give
recruits a thrill. The ratio of men to women
was naturally high and fraternisation
wasn’t an issue. There wasn’t much time
during the week for socialising and the
WAAAFs usually mixed with the staff on
the base. They were usually a ‘protected
species’ because of the various types
they were likely to meet. There was a
good example of this when a WAAAF,
at short notice, was sent to work in the
Canteen for a couple of days. It was hard
for her to find where the goods were, and
she started to become flustered during
peak-hour shopping. However she was
stumped on the second day, when a smart
alec asked for a condom. These were not
procurable at the canteen, only at medical
quarters. When she hesitated he started
to describe the item and what they were
used for. There were a few cheers when
she overcame her embarrassment, placed
a bottle of mouth wash in front of him and

said, “This is what you need”. However
contact with WAAAFs usually came in the
Mess Hall and Medical Quarters (Nursing
Orderlies). A large number of WAAAFs
were in the Communications branch and
did not mix with the recruits.
Because Somers was an initial training
camp, there were duties to be done as well
as lectures. I was allotted mess duties on

I was ... surprised to meet F/O
Hubert Opperman, world famous
cyclist.

one occasion. After the meal, a crew of
four would clear up and clean the tables
ready for the next meal. It was arranged
for two of the crew to clean up one side,
and the other two the remaining half.
My mate and I completed our side, but
the other two sat and talked with the
Corporal WAAAF in charge. As we were
leaving, we were called back to do the
remainder of the Mess Hut. This was met
with a blunt refusal. The Sergeant of the
Mess came on the scene and ordered us
to do it or be charged. We again refused,
and were taken to HQ to see the Flying
Officer in charge of recruits. I was the first
one called in, and was surprised to meet
F/O Hubert Opperman, World Famous
Cyclist. We had met in Broken Hill – ‘Oppy’
as a guest rider and me as a journalist.
He explained that he had returned from
leave and this was the reason we hadn’t
met before at Somers. Also he had seen
the initials ‘J.T.’ on my form and it gave him
doubts as to whether it was the journalist
from Broken Hill. Opperman got to the
heart of the matter and punishment was

meted as deserved.
With regard to ‘Oppy’, he made a
point of meeting the new recruits, and
explained to them his readiness to discuss
any questions they may have, at any time.
He was a very popular officer, as well as
a respected sportsman.
Hubert Opperman continued his
training throughout the war years. At
Somers he would rise an hour early and do
his cycle training around the oval. It was
interesting to see him ride. The bicycle
seat was positioned so that the bottom
pedal was reached only by an extended
foot. He required assistance to mount his
cycle for training. He was also a popular
figure at Unit Concerts. It was well known
that he was famous for certain road
championships, and he had numerous
world records still to his credit. Possibly
the most interesting of his ‘rides’ on stage
was the Warrnambool to Melbourne
Road Race when he easily smashed the
world record time. Rollers were put on
the stage, and the bicycle placed on the
rollers. ‘Oppy’ would mount his bicycle
and the firing of a blank indicated the
‘race’ had started. He performed every
action on that ride, as he had actually
done during the race. It was a hard push

At Somers he would rise an
hour early and do his cycle
training around the oval.

when be reached the hills, but then he
would let her rip as he travelled down
hill. In one of these downward runs he
went hell for leather on the rollers. On that
evening it was too much for the rollers – he
completely flew into the air and landed
in the audience. Fortunately he was not
injured and was able to continue his
performance.
Another world champion who gave
exhibitions at the Unit was Walter
Lindrum, World Champion billiard player.
I had played very little billiards, but did
appreciate the game. I was spellbound at
these exhibitions as were the remainder
of the audience. Lindrum was also a
good showman, and his humour was top
class. At the same time, he was a quiet,
modest person. He ran a Billiard Saloon
in Melbourne and his best anecdote was
concerning the saloon. He would clean
the saloon early in the morning before
the shops opened. On one occasion a

passer-by, who was still recovering from
the night before, saw the door partly
ajar. He walked in and asked for a game.
Walter told him the saloon was not open
until 9 o’clock. However the chap wasn’t
leaving until he had played a game. He told
Lindrum that he would give him 50 start
in a 100-up game, and would let Lindrum
start. The chap thought he was a hired
cleaner – he had never seen Lindrum
before. Wally decided that he wouldn’t
get rid of him until the chap had played.
He accepted the offer and broke them
up. After an opening break of 52, he put
down the cue and thanked his opponent
for the game. The chap said he hadn’t had
a hit, but Lindrum reminded him that 52
plus handicap of 50, totalled 102 which
was over the 100-up. He took pity on the
chap, however, and didn’t press him for
the five-pound bet placed on the game.
… At the end of the Course, it was
customary to have a wind-up dinner.
Three of us had been appointed to make
plans. One of the three was John Baillieu
– we thought he was named Bailey. He
suggested that he could contact his dad
to book us into the Hotel Australia for
the dinner. This seemed well beyond the
means of trainees but nothing ventured,
nothing gained and plans went ahead.
There were 31 of us and we had each been
asked to contribute two pounds. On the
night John disappeared when we entered
the foyer, came back with a distinguished
looking gentleman who he introduced as
his father. At last the secret was revealed.
John’s father was a Director of Mining
Companies which included the Broken
Hill Mines. He had subsidised the meal
to show his appreciation of the Services.
In addition he provided the drinks and a
specially decorated ‘congratulatory cake’
for the occasion. We were happy to have
been a fellow trainee of John.
Tom went on to train as a Navigator and
Wireless Operator after his initial training
at the Somers Camp.
ʘ
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Somers Arts Fair 2013
– wrap-up
MORAG SEWARD
“You’ve got the formula perfect – wonderful art and fair
outside.”
“What an amazing event and beautiful school environment.”
“What a huge day… biggest crowds I’ve ever seen in Somers.
Only problem is I have to wait another year for the next one.”
“It was so quaint and old-fashioned, good value and a great
atmosphere. The whole family had a great time. My husband
and I enjoyed a glass of wine, music and could easily keep
an eye on the kids.”

L

isted above are a few of the many appreciative quotes
posted on our Facebook page after the Somers Arts Fair.
We are so pleased everyone had a wonderful time. It is
our goal to create an event that people of all ages, backgrounds
and tastes can enjoy.
The Somers Arts Fair committee suspected this year’s
fair was going to be bigger and better than ever before but
knew its ultimate success depended on the wet weather
clearing in time. The wet and windy conditions during the
previous week did not inspire confidence. “It will be alright,
it rained last year and cleared up on the Sunday,” we said,
trying to convince ourselves. It was our ‘she’ll be right’
attitude that kept us calm and optimistic as saturated and
bedraggled artists delivered their heavily waterproofed
artworks on the Thursday night and Friday to the school.
Totem holes were dug and totem poles erected in the mud
while sculptors winched 100s-of-kilogram sculptures into
place in the drizzling rain.
One of our biggest concerns was the viability of the new
musical entertainment precinct if the rain continued. We
had invested a lot of time, effort and hope into our new

Always popular at the Somers Arts Fair are the Frankston
RSL Pipes and Drum Band as the skirl of the bagpipes and
the beat of the drums is a great way to get the event off to a
rousing start.
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“And do I hear $600, any advance on $550? Come on ladies
and gentlemen, make an honest bid,” or words to that effect.
Bart in full flight.
musical line-up. We even changed the primary fundraiser
art auction time to accommodate it. Sleepless nights spent
worrying about worst-case scenarios evaporated as the sun
broke through the clouds early Sunday morning.
The committee’s collective sigh of relief was audible as
the final artwork was hung, the stalls were full and ready for
business, the espresso machine cranked up, the stage was
dry, RPP FM began broadcasting from their dry marquee and
people started arriving through the gates. As the Frankston
RSL Pipes and Drums Band piped in the official opening, the
rain promised to stay away.
To this point every aspect of the fair organisation was
working like clockwork. We tentatively patted each other on
the back for a job well done. However, from past experience
we harboured secret fears it might be too good to be true.
Our fears were confirmed as the eftpos machine, which

A great new innovation at the Arts Fair was live broadcast
by radio station RPP FM. Being interviewed is local artist
Christabel Wigley.

had worked perfectly well in rehearsal
minutes before, failed! Suddenly, there
were people lining up at the art sales
desk wanting to purchase artworks
electronically. Well known for their
cool and quick thinking during past
arts fair crises Emma and Cliff Connell
kept people calm as they methodically
took card payments manually. Thank
you to all the customers who kept their
patience and humour during this time.
Now, I should confess the eftpos
breakdown was not the only glitch
during set-up. Two nights before, we
nearly cut off the water and gas services
to the school when digging the holes to
erect the totem poles. Yes I know, ‘dial
before you dig!’ Disaster was averted;
covered with straw, and as they say,
‘On with the show’.
The children’s activities on the
oval started with the girls winning
the girls versus boys tug-of-war
competition; the second Egg-O-Thon
was popular and satisfyingly messy
for all participants. The winning score
to beat next year is 22 metres. The 1st
Balnarring scout group was launching
their signature water rockets on the
cricket pitch until a few near misses
and one direct strike made it clear there
was not enough space left to fire them
safely. The oval was consistently filling
up with people wanting to enjoy the
musical entertainment. For the first
time in the Arts Fair’s history the oval
was used to its full potential and as
a result contributed to the creation
of a more relaxed unimpeded path
for patrons to move throughout the
grounds.
T he showbag s a nd mys t er y
jars sold out before lunchtime. The
inflatable slide and jumping castle
shook and trembled with the weight
of unconstrained children of all ages.
Animal Tracks brought their giant
goanna and reptile display to shock
and delight. There were so many
activities on the oval everyone was
spoilt for choice. Bat the Rat continued
to confound people; Duck Fishing
delighted the young and young at heart.
The beer and wine marquee’s relocation
to the oval was very popular with
parents who could relax with a drink in
the shade while being able to see what
their children were up to close by and
it provided husbands with welcome

sanctuary as their wives shopped at
the stalls.
The stalls provided fair-goers
with a variety of unique merchandise
from succulent and cacti terrariums,
jewellery, clothing, hats, garden
sculpture, furniture and mini vegetable
garden kits to name a few. The food
stalls included Dutch pancakes, pizza
and our own cafe on the terrace
sold gourmet coffee, hot chocolate,
sandwiches and cakes and our hotroast-beef rolls sold out quickly.
Bidding was fierce at the beginning
of our main art auction with totem poles
by Diana Nutting, Christabel Wigley,
Emily and Anthony Davenport, Karina
Armstrong, Micheal Leeworthy and
Ron Roach selling quickly. Well-known
local artist Hugh Evans was very
generous donating two paintings to
the auction this year. Sculptor Angie
Polglaze exhibited with us for the first
time and indicated she would like to do
a totem pole for us next year. Thank
you to the artists who donated to the
main and silent auctions this year – all
proceeds go straight to the school.
Thank you to Andrew Wilson and
Ron Roach for donating your time and
expertise to grades 6 and 4 respectively
to create amazing totem poles. Every
year an artist is asked to collaborate
with the grade sixes to create a
commemorative totem pole which is
presented to the school and is placed
permanently in the school garden.
Thank you to Sarah Pilgram and Diane
Keane who co-ordinated the creation
of the clay nameplates adorning the
grade 6 pole. It is always exciting for
the school community to see it unveiled
at the Arts Fair. The grade 4 totem pole
is auctioned.
The sales figures indicated our art
exhibition was the most successful
to date. Our new hanging system
ensured all the artworks had enough
room and people had enough space to
view and move comfortably around the
exhibition. Every year we spend a lot
of time discussing the pros and cons of
the exhibition layout. Unlike all other
school art shows on the Mornington
Peninsula that have up to a week to
finalise hanging arrangements, we have
two days to hang over 300 works of
art. Unfortunately, we cannot accept
requests from artists for prime >

I am not quite sure why but School
Care Co-ordinator Colleen Ralls has
grown a moustache. What I do know is
that she was looking forward to taking
it off as it felt rather prickly.

Once again Paul Mutimer has
produced an outstanding metal
sculpture which he called ‘Esprit’.
Each year Paul produces a work of
art of international standard to be
auctioned. ‘Esprit’ was finally knocked
down for $3800 and I feel sure that the
new owner is very happy to have got it
even at that price.
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“And this is how you do it,” instructions from CFA firefighter
Rose Steiner in use of the spray nozzle as she teaches Lachy
and Will what the correct procedure should be.
positions because in a limited time
frame it comes down to what fits
where. I am sure artists can appreciate
we are a public school venue and not a
professional gallery.
This year saw the introduction of
the People’s Choice award, sponsored
by The Coast Real Estate. First prize of
$300 was won by Margaret Rees, and
second prize of $200 was collected by
Stuart Gillingham. Oak Hill Gallery
in Mornington awarded a month’s
exhibition to Susan Scott worth $500
and Mary Gilmour received a high
commendation with a 12-month
gallery subscription. Thank you Yvonne
Watson (director of Oak Hill Gallery) for
your very generous donation.
Many people enjoyed creating clay
monsters with Antoinette Bonnici and
felt-making with Maggie Bell. Monique
Morey encouraged budding artists to
create pastel painting masterpieces.
Surrounded by colourful children’s
sculptures and windmills in the
Rainbow Park the recycled garden
mobile workshop soon ran out of
materials. There must have been
enough mobiles created to decorate
every garden in Somers!
The ‘Pathways’ art competition,
showcasing artworks by children
in Prep to grade 3, was exhibited in
the German room. Somers Residents
Association, Mornington Peninsula
Shire Council and Somers General
34
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Sam and Luke with Robbie Bechaz’s ‘Octo the octopus’,
which would not look out of place in an episode of Dr Who.

Store sponsored the art competition
to raise awareness for safer pedestrian
pathways along Camp Hill Road and
other busy thoroughfares throughout
Somers. Artist Leisa Wharington
judged the winning artworks. The
prizes will be presented in an upcoming
school assembly. The winning entries
will be displayed at Somers General
Store soon.
T h e S o m e r s Me n’s P r o b u s
Choir kicked off the day’s musical
entertainment, followed by the school
choir. Super Group and Gossamer Pride
played to an appreciative lunchtime
crowd. The highly anticipated Deep
Street Soul closed the fair with their
unique mix of bluesy urban soul and had
everyone up dancing. It was a fitting
end to a program that was bursting at

There were just so many people there.

the seams with activities to stimulate
the senses and delight people of all
tastes and ages.
The Somers Arts Fair committee
would like to thank everyone involved in
the organisation of the 11th Somers Arts
Fair. Without the help of volunteers and
donations from sponsors, artists and the
Somers and surrounding communities,
the Somers Arts Fair would not be so
successful. The proceeds this year
will help Somers Primary School
finance science, photography and
computer resources, a much-needed
shade cloth for the playground and an
air-conditioning system for the new
school building. Once again thank you
for coming and we hope to see you in the
sunshine next year! Oh and remember,
‘Dial before you dig’.		
ʘ

A new
driveway for
McKenzie
DAVID INGHAM (Principal, Somers PS)

M

cKenzie is a pre-schooler who
is disabled and relies on an
electric wheelchair to get around.
Next year McKenzie starts school
at Somers Primary School. This has
required considerable modification
to our buildings to allow McKenzie
access to all the places that children
require. The Victorian Government
has provided much of this equipment
including ramps and hoist. They were
not, however, able to provide a smooth
access to the school from the car park.
This meant that McKenzie would have
had great difficulty getting onto the
school site.
Colleen Ralls, our Out of Hours
School Care Co-ordinator, contacted
Maw Civil which carries out a great
deal of site work on the Mornington
Peninsula. Kevin Ralls was able to
approach Fulton Hogan which supplies
asphalt and Eden from ABC Asphalt.
Together these companies supplied
and laid about 30 tonnes of asphalt
to create the perfect surface for
McKenzie to get from her mum’s car
to her classroom. Special thanks to
Colleen for her empathy and energy to
achieve such an excellent result.
T he Somers Pr imar y School
community is absolutely thrilled
with the result. Such a work would
be well beyond the school’s capacity
to fund without years of saving and
fundraising. We are thankful for the
generosity of these three companies,
their kindness and public spirit.
McKenzie was the first to try out
the new surface and the smile on her
face said it all.

T

he Flinders Singers sang at
Balnarring Hall on 6 October to
raise funds for Frankston Peninsula
Carers. There were excellent supporting
artists so it made a great afternoon’s
entertainment with the funds raised
going to a much deserving charity. As
can be seen in the photo the Manager
of Balnarring Bendigo Bank is adding
to other funds raised with this cheque

of $500. The grand total raised on the
day was $1800. The Flinders Singers are
currently under the baton of Pat Sullivan
with Judy Sack as their pianist, both
ladies being Somers residents. The choir
has been in existence for 19 years and
members particularly enjoy singing at
Aged Care Facilities in the district. They
also have participated in the Peninsula
Music Festival.
		
ʘ

Congratulations to Fulton Hogan on
its 80 th birthday. What a tremendous
way to celebrate 80 successful years
in business!			
ʘ

.
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Mal’s guitar
ROD NUSKE

A

bout two years ago, when he
had just begun his term as
Commodore of Somers Yacht Club,
Mal Otto suddenly felt like making an
acoustic guitar. Now it is not unusual
for people to suddenly learn to play
a guitar but there will not be many
who feel they should make one. Mal
has a cabinet-making business but I
feel somehow that making a musical
instrument is outside the usual run
of cupboards and table tops that
customers usually ask him to make.

Mal has loved music all his life
and played classical g uit ar as a
teenager, so there is some logic in
him combining his love of music and
his skill as a wood-working artisan.
He studied the requirements and
different styles of guitars and finally
decided on a small-bodied ‘Martin’
design which was an American make
of instrument dating from the early
1900s. The small design was created
to allow blues and jazz players to
easily take their guitars on the road.
Now as to the woods used, the list
was extensive! There was sequoia

.
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for the soundboard, blackwood for
the sides, Australian cedar for the
back, desert acacia for the fretboard,
rosewood for the head stock, and
king billy pine for the internal frame.
The narrow bands where the sides
joined the top and bottom of the
instrument were ebony. How in the
world did he ever manage that? Oh
yes, on the bottom of the side there
was a decoration made with abalone
shell.
Having done all that there was
no way Mal was going to spoil the
guitar by applying the wrong finish,
so why not go back to the master,
St radiva r iu s! T his required a n
initial coat of egg white and gelatine
followed by lovingly applied French
polish and elbow grease.
All that was required now was
the stringing of the instrument and
some free time to practice. It has
been played by a professional who
declared that it was just fine. Mal
now enjoys himself by playing with a
small group of friends and he assures
me they cover a wide range of musical
styles.

He is now contemplating building
another guitar but has not as yet
decided on the style.
Perhaps we have the beginning of
a ‘cottage industry’ in Somers.
ʘ

Walk safely
in Somers
PAT SULLIVAN

I

t was a mild Monday morning in spring
and on the short drive from my home
in South Beach Road to the Post Office I
saw three pedestrians risking their lives.
These folk, in the absence of a footpath, or
navigable roadside verge, were walking
along the road – ON THE LEFT SIDE! Since
then, I have realised that this worrying
behaviour is common.
When I was a child it was drummed
into us at school and at home that where
there is no footpath, pedestrians should
walk on the right-hand side of the road,
facing the oncoming traffic. This means
that the walker gets a long-distance view
of oncoming traffic, can make eye contact
with the driver as the vehicle approaches,
and can take evasive action if necessary.
Traffic approaching from behind
cannot be seen, and in these days of very
quiet (or even totally silent) engines, can
be inaudible.
I grew up in suburban Melbourne,
where we always had footpaths,
usually separated from roads by nature
strips, but this rule was still strongly
emphasised in our primary-school roadsafety lessons. It was not until I moved
into this district 25 years ago, that I
needed to use this advice. I wondered
if this safety rule was not being taught
these days, but of the three people risking
their lives on this particular morning,
only one was a young person, the other
two were at least as old as me.
We love the rural feel of our Somers
township, but the absence of footpaths
is potentially hazardous. Even when
motorists do the right thing and
drive within the 50-km speed limit,
pedestrians put themselves in danger
by walking along the left side of the road
with their backs to the oncoming traffic.
No driver wants to come round a
corner on an overcast or even wet day, to
find an unaware pedestrian camouflaged
in dark clothing, and then have to make
split-second decisions about evasive
action.
Please Somers folk, stay safe!
ʘ

Uncommon
courtesy
MANDY KOTZMAN

A

s I was walking around Somers
one morning (as I do most days
when I am here), I noticed a sign that
set me thinking – it said something like
‘don’t park across driveways’. What has
happened to us that people need to be
reminded of such obvious things, and
that as a result we increasingly disfigure
our streets and parks with a clutter of
signs? What happened to good manners,
courtesy and common sense? Are we
replacing them with regulations and fines
(which used to be a last resort)?
In Colorado, where I currently reside,

Somers
demographics
The following information, based
on the 2011 Census, was taken from
the website Qpzm.com and has been
slightly edited. We thought our readers
may find it interesting.

ROD NUSKE
• Somers (3927) is a suburb of
Melbourne, Mornington Peninsula,
Victoria. It is about 67km from Melbourne
and is in the federal electorate of Flinders.
• In the 2011 Census the population of
Somers was 1427 – comprising 50.2%
females and 49.8% males.
• The average age is 48, which is 11
years above the Australian average.

• 78.3% of Somers residents were born
in Australia. The other top responses for
country of birth were England 7.9%, New
Zealand 1.4%, Germany 0.7%, Scotland
0.6%, Ireland 0.4%.
• 92.2% of people speak English as
their first language, 0.5% French, 0.4%
German, 0.4% Dutch, 0.2% Latvian, 0.2%
Maltese.

people are required to remove snow
from their ‘sidewalks’ to ensure safe
pedestrian passage. It is both mandated
and socially accepted and it is common
for neighbours to help each other with
the task. In Britain, I understand there
is (or was) a law requiring people to
provide lodging to bona fide travellers
(yes, in their own homes if necessary).
We seem to have come a long way
from the days of taking personal
responsibility for looking after each
other and the lands we share.
Now apply these ideas to the proposed
pathways to improve pedestrian access
around Somers. If landowners simply
exercised courtesy and common sense
consistent with existing Shire policies
there would be abundant pedestrian
options. Many property owners seem
to have forgotten that the nature strip
between their private property and the
street is public land. It should provide

a corridor for utilities and pedestrians,
and while the responsibility for its
maintenance rests with the adjacent
landowners, this does not mean they can
landscape it for their personal exclusive
convenience – it is still public land set
up to provide public utility.

• The religious make-up of Somers
residents is 36.5% No Religion, 23.3%
Anglican, 15.5% Catholic, 4% Uniting
Church, 2.8% Presbyterian and Reformed.

Some people have embraced
the Shire’s policy of maintaining a
pedestrian path across the nature strip
(picture 1) – I thank you heartily; while
others have landscaped in ways that
force pedestrians onto the road (picture
2).

• 56% of our people are married,
24.6% have never married, 10.4% are
divorced and 2.6% are separated. There
are 75 widowed people living in Somers.
• 51.4% of people living here are
employed full time, 39.4% are working
part time. Somers has an unemployment
rate of 4.4%.

• The main occupations of Somers
people are Professionals 28.9%,
Technicians and Trades Workers
15.5%, Managers 13.4%, Clerical and
Administrative Workers 12%, Community
and Personal Service Workers 10.4%,
Sales Workers 7.4%, Labourers 7%,
Machinery Operators and Drivers 3.5%.
• The median individual income is $630
per week and the median household
income is $1361 per week.
• 48.1% of homes are fully owned
and 35.5% are in the process of being
purchased by home-loan mortgage;
14.7% of homes are rented.

• The median rent in Somers is $270
per week and the median mortgage
payment is $1400 per month.
ʘ

It seems irresponsible to spend
public money on paths that are already
enshrined in Shire policy – all we need
to do is enforce the policy. We could
begin our pathway project by informing
landowners of their responsibility for
the nature strip, and encouraging them
to follow Shire policy by restoring and/
or maintaining pedestrian access. I, for
one, would be delighted to see friendly
rivalry between neighbours vying to
provide the most attractive and userfriendly paths in front of their properties
– perhaps we could instigate an annual
Somers path award.		
ʘ
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Let’s talk about 			
pathways in Somers

ride their bikes if we had footpaths. If
people have headphones in their ears
it is dangerous walking or riding bikes
without pathways.
I definitely hope I have persuaded
you that we need pathways in Somers!

ZAVIAH, Year 2

It seems that the children at Somers
Primary School want pathways
around our township. Here a few of
them tell us why.

H

ave you ever nearly been hit by
a car walking to Somers Primary
School? That would change only if we
had pathways. Wait a minute, I wish we
had pathways and these are my reasons
why:
Firstly, children have the right
to ride their bikes to school without
needing to worry about cars hitting
them.
Secondly, some mums have babies
in prams along Camp Hill Road.
Thirdly, the cars have to stay away
from the pathways.
I really hope I have convinced you!
Vote for pathways, yay!

JETT, Year 3

I

strongly believe that pathways should
come to Somers and these are the reasons why:
If pathways were in Somers people
could ride, walk, skateboard and
scooter with freedom.
If pathways don’t come to Somers
people will have safety issues. These
are the dangers – cars, trucks and
motorbikes. People could die because
of these dangers!
Thank you if you do put in pathways
and thank you for listening. I hope you
do put in pathways!

HAMISH, Year 3

H

ello my name is Sophie. We need
pathways in Somers and I have a
couple of reasons why we need them:
If you live in Somers and you walk
to school you will have to walk on the
side of the road and the cars might get
too close to you. You’re going to be safer
if there are pathways.
If we didn’t have any pathways we
will have to drive and we wouldn’t get
fit. We need pathways because we

.
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need to get energy and we need to
communicate to friends face to face.
Last of all – kids’ safety. Children’s
safety is very important, especially to
their parents. If it is their child they
will keep on asking the community to
put pathways down.
Thank you for listening to my
opinion. I hope I have persuaded you.

I

SOPHIE, Year 3

think we should have pathways in
Somers and these are my reasons why:
First reason is if someone is a bit
wobbly on their bike they might wobble
onto the road by accident. They might
get hurt. If we had pathways it is easier
to ride because it is flatter.
Paths are safer for mums with prams
or strollers. They are safer for bike
riders, skateboarders, rollerbladers,
walking your dog, making friends and
going for a run.
You won’t need to worry about traffic
and children’s safety is important.
Thank you for reading my reasons
why we need to have pathways in
Somers. I hope I have convinced you
that we should have pathways in
Somers.

ELIZA, Year 3

I

believe we should have pathways
around Somers and here are some of
my reasons why:
Firstly, it is very dangerous down
Camp Hill Road. Some mums like to
run down Camp Hill Road and it is very
narrow; if people are walking do you
think it is in peace and quiet when it
is so unsafe?
Secondly, if people run from Bittern
it will be difficult to run into Somers. If
people are just coming from Balnarring
to ride their bike, how will they get
to the beach with no paths? It is too
dangerous.
My third and final reason is that if
people are driving they spread more
fumes and more people would walk or

I

absolutely think we should have
pathways around Somers and here
are some of my fantastic reasons why:
If we had pathways in Somers it
would be a lot easier for bikes, mums
with prams and runners. What happens
if bikes are being ridden down really
narrow roads? If we had pathways it
would be a lot safer.
Walking with prams is a big problem
on busy roads, but if we had pathways
it would be a lot safer for mums and
babies. If you were pushing a pram and
a car came whooshing and hit you, it
would be the worst thing that would
happen to you in your entire life.
My last paragraph is going to be
about roads and safety. After it rains
the roads are really slippery and if
you are walking and a car comes past
it could crash into you and it would be
absolutely terrible.
I hope you agree that there should
definitely be pathways in Somers and
here is the reason that concerns me
the most: when the roads are wet it
is extremely dangerous to not have
pathways.

TILLY, Year 3

W

e must have pathways in Somers
and here are my reasons why:
Safety – It is safer for runners, bike
riders and walkers to cross the road
and ride to school if there are pathways.
I believe if we had more pathways, more
people would ride bikes to school,
which would keep them fit and healthy.
Danger – Motorbikes, cars, trucks
and buses are some of the dangerous
things on our roads. When people are
running they have earplugs in their ears
so they cannot hear the traffic behind
them. Some mums push strollers on the
road, and I don’t think it is safe without
pathways.
So do you think we should have
pathways or not? I hope you agree with
me because people’s lives are at risk.

ZACH, Year 3

People with passion

make things
happen. They change history by creating a different future.
Their stories teach how to improvise, adapt and overcome
adversity. Moving around in their spaces gives insights not
found in a Google search or a Discovery Channel doco. This
winter’s travels gave insights to share here.
Milan, capital of Lombardy, through the ruling Sforza
family sponsored a Leonardo, bastard son of a related
aristocrat, who came from Vinci. With interesting thoughts on
war machines, and flair for organisation, he showed promise.
His first job was to arrange a wedding. Today that sponsorship
has been endorsed and well and truly repaid. We tourists book
and pay lots and queue and are herded in groups of 20 into
the various air-locked trapdoored ante chambers of the old
church of Santa Maria delle Grazie for our 12 minutes before
‘The Last Supper’. The guide has stoked excitement in spite
of her pitch made countless times before. Anticipation is
enhanced further as we wind the circuitous entry to control
temperature, humidity and detect metal. Our turn comes to
step into a bare-walled floored and ceilinged large room that
echoes every step and breath and the attendant’s constant
gossip. That once he stood where we do is creepy and tingly
as we behold that great wall of his art. Next day to the Science
& Technology Museum almost next door for nearly no cost.
Mostly working models from Leonardo’s sketches show the
large horizon of his mechanical solutions, a copy of ‘The
Last Supper’ is here for leisurely consideration, and posters
of his studies of anatomy and dissections of birds to seek
their secrets to flight lead this goose to the certainty that
this bloke was a flamin’ genius.
Fobello is the second-last village on a dead-end road up in
the Italian Alps. The concierge had called Stefano Rigamonte
from Lake Orta to say we’d see him at the Lancia Museum
at 3pm. The winding road along the valley floor of the River
Sesia had every glimpse a postcard in the warm late summer
of clear air and sparkling water. Lancia cars set standards
for innovation and quality, and this was the birthplace of
Vincenzo, son of a butcher, the schoolhouse he’d built for the
village now his Museum. Stefano greeted us cordially and

unlocked the doors for our tour. We found that Vincenzo’s
father perfected the canning of meat while in Argentina. This
process preserved taste and condition while speedily cooking
on assembly lines. The wealth so obtained enabled a return
to his home village and purchase of what would become Villa
Lancia with a worthy workshop underneath to quench the
tinkerer’s thirst for practical solutions. Stefano, stoked by
our grateful curiosity, translated the stories behind the walls’
pictures, heirlooms and exhibits that told of Vincenzo’s skill
and success as a racing driver, or pilot in the early 1900s,
then engineer and marketer. Next morning’s early walk
was past the schoolhouse cum museum, 800m up the hill,
tacking around tight switchbacks on a gravel track to the Villa
Lancia. You could imagine a 17-year-old’s skills being honed
getting Dad’s underpowered, underbraked, poor-handling
cars up and down that driveway, quickly. It became obvious
the breeding ground for fertile thought and enabling hands
that begat his powerful, lightweight, well-braked vehicles
whose quality of material and workmanship ensured they
could go the distance.
Turin must be where Westfield got the idea for their
shopping malls as porticos cover the way for shoppers along
many of its streets. Off one at the Piazzo Veneto is a pizza
shop, Da Michele. This noisy, sparkling, happy place welcomes
the weary tourist who otherwise can’t find anywhere to
eat on a Sunday night. The enthusiastic owner shepherds
staff to needy clients and ensures all orders are followed
up with her pride and concern for wholesome simple food
and great service at a fair price rare anywhere today. In a
city so gracious and full of interest it is the way a passionate
person ran a cafe that is noteworthy.
In our little village we had folk who cheerfully got on
with making the place happier, putting their passions for
place to use: Stones, Tilleards, Byrnes, Boadles and Bounds,
Nuskes andNuttings, Popes ’n’ Pullins, Fitzgeralds, Carrols,
Sanders, Gibbs ’n’ Williams, MacCallums and Murrays, are
some who made the place what it is as Commodore, Captain,
Committee, Sponsor, Principal or Volunteer made where we
came to. Now, whose passion will shape what future, or let
it follow whose vision?

TEDD WARDEN
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Obituary

Old times at the Store

Kenneth Hugh
(Robbie) Roberts
18/1/1929 – 28/9/2013
ROD NUSKE

Friends from school days at Somers,
when there were only two rooms and
30 or so pupils and two teachers, Merri
Stone and Mandy Nuske.

It must have seemed like old times
at Somers General Store when
Merrideth Stone brought her
mother Brenda down from Sydney
to see old friends and the town
where she had spent her married
life with husband Ray as they
managed the store. Their children
Merri, Jan and Michael have all
gone their own ways from Somers
but it was great to have a gathering
of her old friends for a luncheon
at the store, and a drink what’s
more – something that would never
have happened in the old days.
Although needing a walking frame,
Brenda is as clear-minded as ever,
with an incredible memory and an
instant recall of people, places and
incidents.

owner Tom Luxton and a great working
relationship ensued. Robbie became the
property manager with the family living
in the Manager’s Cottage. When Tom
died and his daughter Margaret Roffey
took over Coolart, Robbie continued as
manager until the property was sold
to the government in 1977, after which
he stayed on as gardener/handyman
until he retired in 1991. At this stage
Robbie and Fay built a home nearby
in Somers. Another investment was a
motor-home in which they travelled
right around Australia. After this they

drove to Broome each winter to meet up
with other like-minded retirees.
The year 2010 saw them downsize
and happily move into a Retirement
Village in Hastings after a lifetime
of hard work. For Robbie, this was a
contented time with Fay among pleasant
neighbours and with memories of his
working life spent on farms, and those
holidays at Broome.
To his children and grandchildren he
is still the gentle affectionate father and
grandfather they will always treasure in
their memories.		
ʘ

R

obbie was born in South Yarra
and later the family moved on to
Glenorchy where his parents ran the Post
Office. He attended the primary school
there and went on to Stawell Technical
School.
A series of medical problems caused
him to lose his hearing when he was 14
and he found that working on a farm was
one job he could manage despite this
handicap and as well, he really enjoyed
working on a farm.
He found work at Bringalbert near
the South Australian border and met and
then married Fay O’Connor in 1950 at
the Registry Office in Melbourne. Robbie
accepted work on the property ‘Koijak’
which was near Apsley and the South
Australian border. Their first child Terry
was born in 1951, then Lynette in 1953
and finally Helen in 1962.
Looking to improve their lifestyle
in 1954, Robbie sought out farm-hand
vacancies in The Weekly Times and
applied for a job at Coolart.
This brought him in contact with the

.
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An unexpected connection
ROD NUSKE

I

became engrossed in an Audio
Book, White Coolies by Betty Jeffries,
which tells the story of the escape
from Singapore in February 1942
of 106 Australian nurses who had
been supporting our armed forces
in Malaya. At the last moment before
they were captured in Singapore by
the Japanese, they were sent away on
two ships to try and reach Darwin.
Those on the Empire Star reached
Darwin safely, but the other ship
Vyner Brooke with 65 nurses on board,
was sunk by Japanese bombers. The
surviving 53 nurses, crew and some
civilians floated away from the sinking
ship on whatever they were able to
hang onto in the water as the Japanese
planes strafed the survivors and the
lifeboats. They became separated from
each other and one group of 21, which
included Sister Bullwinkel, made it
to the beach on Bangka Island (near
Sumatra) where, with the exception of
Sister Bullwinkel, they were murdered

by the Japanese troops there.
The author of the book, with Sister
Iole Harper, drifted for three days to
another part of the island and found
a Malay village where they were fed
and had their injuries attended to.
Prior to this, after they had been
swimming together for 28 hours, Iole
who was 15 yards away, turned to
Betty and called out, “Oh by the way,
what’s your name?” So despite their
precarious situation they formally
introduced themselves, looked each
other over and exchanged names
and addresses as they had belonged
to different units and had not met
before.
In the village they were placed in
a native temple and it was there they
discovered that their sisters were
actually friends back in Australia and
had both married Naval Officers and
were living in SOMERS!
To hear our town’s name read out
in this story was quite a surprise.

T h e s u r v i v i n g 32 n u r s i n g
personnel became prisoners of the
Japanese for three and a half years.
Eight of them died from the effects of
malnutrition, malaria, scrub typhus
and tropical diseases. I was incredibly
impressed by the ingenuity shown by
nurses in attempting to provide their
own food from whatever sources they
could muster and their resilience in
coping with the mindless cruelties of
their captors.
When Betty arrived in Australia
she only weighed five stone, was
suffering from t uberculosis and
although never regaining full health,
managed to reach the age of 92. She
was awarded the OAM in 1987 for
her services to ex-servicemen and
women.
A radio program of the book was
broadcast in 1955, and later in 1999
a film called Paradise Road, inspired
by the story, was made starring Glenn
Close and Cate Blanchett, directed by
Bruce Beresford.
The 19 th edition of the book was
printed in 2000 and I would heartily
recommend it to those who as yet have
not read it.
ʘ

The big 90
ROD NUSKE

I

suppose it could be expected that two members of Balnarring
Probus might reach their 90th birthdays around about the
same time! Somers residents Tom Jackson and Eric Kings
have both achieved that milestone. Tom’s business life was
based around engineering and he ran a firm that specialised
in repairing and reconditioning automotive clutches before
moving on to doing the same thing on earth-moving equipment.
After selling this business in 1970 he turned his efforts into
property development. Tom and wife Jean built a home in
Tasman Road in 1978 and moved down here in 1985.
He became a member of both Balnarring Bowling Club
(where he is a Life Member) and then Balnarring Probus Club
where he and Eric are both active members.
As for Eric, he was a dentist for 40 years in Collins Street,
Melbourne and achieved his Doctorate of Dental Surgery at
Toronto University in Canada. He and wife Beryl moved down
to Tasman Road, Somers in 1984 and he soon engaged in his
much-loved sports of tennis and golf (still playing both). Eric
became the inaugural President of Balnarring Probus Club
in 1985 and is a Life Member. 			
ʘ
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These wonderful photographs of our dolphins were taken by
ANTHONY DAVENPORT who had just purchased an underwater
camera and was trying it out for the first time. Wonderful
shots Tony!
NB: We remind readers that while it’s a pleasure for us to
see the dolphins swimming and diving there are laws that
regulate our interaction with them.
The department of Sustainability advises:

• Allow dolphins the choice to approach you. If they avoid you,
leave them alone.
• It is illegal to approach dolphins closer than the minimum
prescribed distance.
• Dolphins are very protective of their young, so never come
between a mother and her calf and do not separate a dolphin
from its pod.

Grumpy old man

Creamer with your coffee?
TONY DUBOUDIN

I

t was the bitter taste that first
alerted me to the fact that what
I had just put in my coffee was not
sugar. Right enough it was not sugar
but artificial sweetener, of which I
noticed there were three brands
available on the cruise ship we took
from Florida through the Panama
Canal. Admittedly it was our first day
on board.
Further investigation revealed
an entire range of ersatz products.
I could have decaffeinated coffee
sweetened by artificial sugar with a
thing the Americans euphemistically
call creamer. Well creamer has no
connection with cream … in fact
it has no relationship whatsoever
with any milk apart from sodium
caseinate which the label helpfully
tells you is a milk derivative.
T he creamer cont ains, and I
quote from the label: “water, corn
syrup solids, partially hydrogenated
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soybean oil, sodium caseinate (a milk
derivative), dipotassium phosphate,
sugar, mono and diglycerides, sodium
stearoyl lac t ylate, soy lecit hin,
artificial color and artificial flavour”.
Of course if I didn’t fancy a white
coffee I could have had a Diet Coke
or Coke Zero but as I had already
eaten too much that seemed to be
pointless, although I did see many
of our American cousins staggering
back from the buffet with plates laden
with sweet, fattening confections
and a Diet Coke. Why bother?
I h ave never se en so m a ny
grossly overweight people in such
a concentrated area. When you see
the portion size of most meals or
the servings that passengers give
themselves it is hardly surprising.
Our cruise ship loaded all its food
in Florida and with 80% or more
of the passengers from the United
States the food was understandably

geared towards American tastes.
L et ’s move to t he tomatoes,
well at least I think that ’s what
they were because they tasted like
cotton wool. Somehow the growers
had managed to achieve a perfectly
shaped and coloured fruit and in
the process destroyed any f lavour.
Similarly American meat looks great
with a beautiful texture but little
or no f lavour. How I longed for an
Australian lamb chop or a couple of
cutlets.
Strangely, one thing that was a
high spot of the dining experience
was an excellent French onion soup
and some of the chicken dishes were
good, probably because of the sauce
rather than the meat itself.
In fairness, overall the food was
good as was the entire cruise but I do
seriously wonder about the US and
its food. This is the country which
brought the world McDonald’s, KFC
and a range of other fast foods which
have been blamed for the explosion
of obesity around the world, yet most
people in the US are obsessed about
low-calorie, protein-enriched, nonGM, organic food. Yea.		
ʘ

Thinking
backwards
BRONWEN GIBBS

T

en years and 50 issues give
cause to reflect and realise that
although much has remained
the same much has also changed. Most
changes creep imperceptibly in small
increments and it is only when you look
back that progress is apparent.
The first issue of our community
paper was laid out at the desk in my
office, firmly cemented to the desktop
computer, scanner and bubble-jet
printer. The majority of articles were
t yped by Anne Doran from hard
copies supplied by contributors and
proofread by Louise Craig, before
being corrected and read again, and
again, put onto ‘f loppy’ disc and
delivered to me by hand. All photos
and illustrations were also received
in hard copy and passed through the
scanner. Computers, software and the
internet were not the things of today
that many of us now take for granted.
That f irst 12-page issue was
t he result of several late-night
sessions in a location dictated by
my equipment. A far cry from this
44-page issue put together on my
laptop with sophisticated software

and accumulation of content via
the internet, first in the corner of
my living room, then the airport in
Los Angeles, followed by the corner
of another living room in Truckee
(Lake Tahoe California), surrounded
by a group of young people preparing
Thanksgiving dinner and another
living room just down the road with
large soft snowflakes falling outside,
back on another plane and finally again
here in the corner of my living room
in Somers.
Thinking of the journey from the
first to the 50 th brings memories of
places and challenges in assembling
these communications. The purchase
of a laptop computer freed me from
my desk and developments in wireless
internet meant that this could all be
assembled wherever I happened to be
… provided I had ensured access to
all material before departing Somers.
Being on the high plains in a remote
location for one particular issue with a
young puppy who delighted in chewing
cables meant hunts for compatible
borrowed chargers while a black snake
in the front garden forced a retreat
indoors.
My first, unreliable, laptop led
to another issue being assembled
(with the use of an external hard
drive) on five different computers in
three different locations. I have been
congratulated in timing perfectly a car
accident I had some years ago between
two issues so one went to print just

prior and then next issue while I was
still recuperating but home from
hospital. I still haven’t quite figured
out how this was achieved but assume
it was with support and tolerance from
others on the team.
Issues have been assembled in farflung places in Australia and across the
world. Nothing beats this current issue,
but sitting on a terrace at Argengo on
the edge of Lake Como sipping on a
glass of Aperol and Prosecco comes
pretty close.
This current issue would have been
unthinkable 10 years ago on so many
levels: its size, the wrap-around colour
photo, layout, content and the ability to
pull it all together from the other side
of the world without thinking twice
in spare moments between flights,
Thanksgiving and a wedding.
There’s a lot that happens behind
the scenes before each issue appears
seemingly effortlessly on the verandah
at the store and every person on our
team plays a significant part in getting
it there but there would be little
point to it without our contributors
and readers. The Paper Nautilus was
started to give our community a voice.
What we print is what we receive and
we hope we achieve our stated aim of
inclusiveness and openness without
rancour and in so doing reflect the
views of our community as a whole.
I look forward to the ongoing
journey and wonder what changes the
coming years will bring.		
ʘ

Argengo
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Somers still
a wildlife haven
YVONNE INCIGNERI: text and photos

A

s I walk most days from South Beach Road along the
beach to the Point, I often see a pair of Black-Shouldered
Kites hunting for small lizards, mice or even small snakes.
The Pied Currawong rings out his beautiful song from high
up in the trees and the little Blue Fairy Wrens play along the
undergrowth, as little Grey Fantails swoop down chasing
small insects. Galahs are busy nesting in the holes of old tree
stumps, the noisy Yellow-Tailed Black Cockatoos screech as
they fly over looking for the next Banksia or Pine tree and
you often get a glimpse of the Eastern Rosella and Crimson

From Somers to Sandy Point seen through the Coastal
Banksia Woodland that perfectly frames the view of the bay,
where boats are sailed, families swim, birds feed, fishers fish,
dogs are walked and peace and inspiration are found.
Photo: PETER HOHAUS
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Rosella. From high up in the tops of the trees you may hear the
Kookaburra laughing and the cawing of Ravens in the distance.
When you actually look at the water and the rocks, you
may see a White-Faced Heron, some Pied Cormorants, a lonely
Grebe diving, a pair of ducks fossicking among the rocks, an
Ocean Gull and a lonely Sooty Oyster Catcher on the Point.
Walking back up the track at the South Sea Bushland I
often see and hear little Brown Thornbills being chased by
Wattle Birds. There are Spinebills getting nectar from some
of the shrubs and White-Plumed Honeyeaters darting in and
out of bushes while beautiful Spotted Pardalotes are busy
fossicking in the undergrowth. There is often an Echidna
searching for ants, Blue-Tongue Lizards, Little Skinks and
occasionally a snake slithers across the track.
I think my favourite is the little Spotted Pardalote, with
its beautiful bell sounds and its very different way of making
a nest – as a hole in the ground or in soft sand.
We are so lucky having so much nature at our door and
not even having to walk far.
			
ʘ

